Our President 2009-10, Sue Fox (Turner)

The Presidential Address
my parents were facing.
I don’t ever remember being told that
The Friends’ School was an option. The
first I remember of Ayton was walking
across the Green for the entrance exam. I
remember this vividly, I was wearing a
yellow polo neck jumper and navy jersey
pleated skirt. It was early and the grass
was still wet. The ‘written exam’ part of
the day was up in the Junior Girls’
Common Room above the dining room and
I wrote a story about my cat. Later we
had lunch, and we sat, I think, girls on one
table and boys on another on the centre
tables in the Dining Room. – Several girls
seemed to know one another, I later
learned two of them were Liz Banks and
Vicki Brunton, Liz was chatty even then!
I must have done okay as my next memory
was going to buy my uniform at
Newhouses in Middlesbrough. We were
still living in West Yorkshire – so we
stayed at the Alexandra Hotel on Saltburn
Cliff. I can remember trying on my navy
tunic, pale blue blouse, sash, tie and grey
knee- length socks. The blazer was

Friends
When Suzanne Potter rang, to ask me to
take on the role of President, – I was
shocked to say the least – my reply ‘I
think’ was to ask for a couple of weeks to
make a decision. My thoughts did centre
around this address and I calmly thought
– I am okay taking School Assemblies, - so
when it comes to it – all will be well, so I
accepted.
Now the time has actually
come to stand up, it
seems
quite
a
different matter!
Over the past few
weeks my mind has
gone back to my
Ayton days, and
memories.
I will go back
and start at the
beginning. My Dad
worked for ICI and
began his career as
The Presidential
a Chemical Engineer
Medallion
at Billingham in
the early 1950s. My parents started
married life living in a small flat in
Saltburn. After I was born they moved
around the country, first to Norton then to
Manchester and Huddersfield – that was
the way to move on and up in the world of
work then. I had already attended three
different primary schools when the time
came to go to Secondary School. We were
then living in Mirfield near Huddersfield,
West Yorkshire had just abolished the 11+,
so children were ‘interviewed’ as part of
the school selection process. The only
question I remember was ‘Can you tell me
something about Jack Ruby?’, the year
was 1963. BUT before any decision was
made, we were on the move again – back
to the North East and then to a job for
Dad, still with ICI, to The Hague in
Holland.
My parents above all wanted me to
have a ‘good’ education, a settled one, and
I think they felt my brother and I had both
been moved around enough during our
early years. Of course when I was young I
was unaware of the difficult decisions that

Sue modellling her Ayton blazor, cap and
scarf
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games, the whole school and many of the
staff were out in the grounds playing
hockey, football, cricket, cross-country
athletics depending on the season. We
were encouraged to be competitive and to
mix in with children older and younger
than ourselves.
‘Organised and
competitive’ are ‘traits’ I am still accused
of today!
I was in Firbank – the blue house –
House Assemblies were held on Friday
morning down in the Biology Lab – Sue
Horne, David French and David Williams
were Firbankites too and during our time
at school we always made a good team. I
loved sport and luckily was reasonably
good at it. Thinking back, Norma
Coverdale and later Judy Duncan, put in
hours of their time running teams, taking
us to Ackworth, The Mount and schools as
far away as Wensleydale for sports
fixtures.
Swimming at Ayton was always a
highlight for me – were the summers
warmer in the 60s or were we just
tougher? We swam before school, during
P.E, after prep – leaving our
costumes (plain black of course)
and towels to dry on a permanent
washing line behind the beech
hedge next to the Open Air
Theatre. The Swimming Gala
held on the last evening of the
school year was always a noisy
affair – it’s only later when
looking at old cine films you
realise how small the pool was
and how dangerous it was to have
children diving in at the shallow
end. I’m sure the depth there was
only about 18 inches! Chris
Scaife’s instruction “always touch
Harry Snalam handing over the medallion
with both hands together or you
will be disqualified” still goes
to Sue Fox
through my head every time I’m
At Ayton, Evelyn Nicholson was in a swimming pool!
Tennis in the Summer Term– did we
Headmistress
and
John
Reader
Headmaster. The school week for day really turn out in our younger years and
scholars was Monday to Saturday. ball boy for the senior matches? Later we
Wednesday and Saturday afternoons were were allowed to score and sit on the tall
set aside for sports – either fixtures to umpire’s seats. Sue Horne and I played
other schools or House matches. Tuesday doubles successfully together for years. I
and Thursday afternoons were school had a decent serve and always played at
another matter, it was bought several
sizes too big, my mother had a reputation
of buying things to grow in to!
A duffle coat for winter…..A
beret…..Shoes had to be certain styles,
flat and sensible of course from Clinkards,
a scarf was a must. Grey knee-length
socks for winter, fawn short socks for
summer, navy short socks for games, long
two tone blue hockey socks. The list was
endless – it must have cost my parents a
fortune!
We moved to Great Ayton to ‘Cliffe
Rigg’, a rented house on Romany Road. It
was 1964 and I started at The Friends’
School as a day scholar one Summer
Saturday morning, a term early. The
summer of 1964 was an important
milestone for me personally but other
things were going on in the world too–the
Olympics in Tokyo, Lyn Davies won gold in
the long jump. Nelson Mandela was
imprisoned in South Africa for opposing
Apartheid.
The Beatles first toured
America, The Great Train Robbers got 30
years. Harold Wilson was Prime Minister.
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Tea time was always difficult for day
scholars – of course boarders were
allocated set places in the dining room or
annexe. The routine for the 10 to 15 day
scholars who stayed in an evening was to
stand in a line in front of the memorial
plaque. The teacher on duty would ask for
hands up to indicate spare places.
Sometimes you got lucky and were put
with friends. The best table to get on was
‘diet’ table – horror of horrors the children
who needed to lose weight or who were on
special diets for medical reasons were
given a special table to sit for all to see and
know about – the main thing was that
they had much better food and extra fruit
– so I liked going there!
Ayton did have some weird and
wonderful rituals – clothing checks –
when absolutely everything that was
brought to school had to be named and
labelled and checked by a member of staff
– in a day scholar’s case this happened in
the girls’ changing room at the beginning
of every term. There was also a phase
when our peg number, which stayed with
us until we left, had to be sewn on to all
our P.E kit so it was clearly visible, we
must have looked like convicts. Thinking
about it later it must have stopped a lot of
‘borrowing’ of other peoples kit!
Weighing and measuring – again this
happened in a P.E lesson at the beginning
of term – we all wandered over to the San
and in register order got on the scales in
our underwear, navy knickers! Our weight
and height were then
shouted over to Matron, in
our case Miss Hutchinson
who recorded them, these
were later to appear at the
bottom of our termly reports!
I was always tall, Chris
Aitken and I always vying
for top position.
Long walks – the
excitement of going in to
Morning Meeting and seeing
‘The Boss’ John Reader with
his walking gear on – this
meant only one thing………
The Inauguration Saturday Night,Harry Snalam,
How did the staff keep it so
Sue and Neil Fox and Susan Snalam
quiet? These walks usually

the net while Sue ran round sorting out
everything else on the baseline!Hockey up
on Top Field – wind, snow, rain or sun – as
far as I remember we didn’t complain,
after all we had those cherry red polo neck
jumpers to keep us warm!
Sports Day was always a ‘big event’ in
the school calendar in the 60s.
It
coincided with the May Bank Holiday
(Whit) and the Old Scholars Weekend. It
was a time when the whole Ayton family
was together, pupils, staff, old scholars
and parents. One of the roles of the Old
Scholars’ President then was to present
the prizes up at the cricket pavilion. These
included athletics standard badges and
games colours which were then sewn on to
blazers under the school badge. During my
years at school these Presidents included
Arnold Hillary, Margaret Proud, Stanley
Nicholson (was he the one who wore an
Old Scholars’ blazer?) John Reader, Mavis
Holdsworth, Douglas Horne and Joyce
Spinks. Douglas and Joyce were parents
of Sue and Judy, both in my form. We also
had Nigel Carr, grandson of Stanley and
son of Roger in our class, he is still a great
friend.
I very quickly became totally
immersed in school life. It was never easy
being a day scholar at Ayton – I wanted to
be in on everything. I did give it my best
though and for the first two years when
we lived in the village I arrived as
breakfast finished and stayed for tea and
prep in the evenings.
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Amongst the staff at Ayton there were
some characters, perhaps it was because
we knew them, not just in the classroom
but also in many of their other roles - we
got to know their families, their habits
and their interests too.
Who can forget Clifford Morgan
swinging smartly through Durham Gate
every morning. Boys who had been
kicking a tennis ball around or playing
cricket lined up for shoe inspection in an
instant. Minutes later Taffy had walked
the lines and the boys were back playing –
some now on the list for a haircut! It was
the 60s and hair was long, unless Taffy
had anything to do with it !
It was the era of the mini-skirt and
Mary Quant hair styles. ‘Nick’, ‘Harry’
and Delia Fay tried hard to curb the short
hemlines – many a time they came round
a corner and we had to kneel - out came
the ruler to measure how far from the
floor our hemlines were. We all became
experts at leaning forward when kneeling
(a great strain on the leg muscles) and
quick at rolling up the
waistbands of our skirts. It
was a good job that long sloppy
jumpers were also the ‘in’
thing.
Dorothy Easton was one of
my first form teachers and
taught me music. I tried but
music was absolutely not one
of my strengths. During one
singing lesson she stopped us
all mid verse and commented
on the girl on the back row who
sounded as if she was singing
though ‘cotton wool’ – was it
me? – probably! Piano lessons
were not something I looked
forward to either – possibly
because I never practised. Mrs
Coates attempted to teach me in her front
room on High Green, I wasn’t too bad until
I had to do different things with each
hand. In those days individual tuition
was done during normal lesson time and
the crunch came when I had to miss
Biology – not just any old lesson but
Human Reproduction. That was it – the
end of piano!

were to celebrate the birth of staff babies,
the Collingridges, Scaifes and Ards kept
us all fit! The whole school managed to
get changed in double quick time and meet
on the playground ready to wind their way
up round Cook’s or Roseberry and back
again – on one such walk I remember a
Lily Laundry basket appearing at the side
of the path full of oranges, one for
everyone.
Bread,white
sliced
bread
and
margarine piled high on trays was I think
given out at every morning ‘recess’ as we
called it then. We lined up in our Houses
and older girls, probably Prefects, kept us
in order and made sure we only had one
slice each. Buns, I think were reserved for
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons after
games – Snowballs and iced buns were my
favourites.
In 1968 my family moved from Ayton to
Cambridge Road in Middlesbrough – Dad
had now moved to the Oil Works and
Chris my brother was due to start
Secondary School. I still was really

Admiring the Medallion.
desperate to be part of the boarding side,
but felt a bit disloyal saying this to my
parents – anyway I managed to catch the
bus at Kirby College to Belle Vue
Roundabout then catch the bus to Ayton
and still arrive at 8.15am. At night I
caught the 8.15pm back home. Looking
back my Dad was correct when he said I
treated home like a Hotel!
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Ruth Harwood and her weaving room
was always an interesting place for me – I
never quite made the dizzy heights of
making anything on one of the large looms
– but my Mum still has to this day some
hand towels that ‘Harry’ said would last a
lifetime – they nearly have! Miss Harwood
also taught me Maths in first year. I
wasn’t too bad at problems and algebra.
Geometry was okay, probably because I’m
naturally quite neat and tidy – but trouble
started when I was moved up to Mr.
Armitage’s class – Logarithms and
equations – it was a different language.
Armo just couldn’t understand why I
didn’t understand! There were after all
some very clever mathematically minded
people in that class and I wasn’t one of
them. So much to my parents’ horror I was
moved from the O level class to the CSE
class with Mr. Hughes – Huck as we called
him. He was my saviour – to this day I
thank my lucky stars for Henry Hughes.
He was strict, he was organised, he was
logical, our setting out had to be
immaculate. We had regular tests and
then were seated in the classroom
according to how we had
done.
Decimalisation
was
soon
to
be
introduced so we spent
hours
converting
guineas and half crowns
to the ‘new’ currency. I
did pass CSE maths
with a grade 1 and went
on to be a leading Early
Years maths teacher for
Stockton
Education
Authority – so thank you
Mr. Hughes.
The Scaifes taught
me too. Suzi, French.
Janet Sinclair (Hall), Sue Fox (Turner), Barbara Clarke
She, thinking back,
(Price) and Caroline George by The Nutshell
must have been ‘newly’
train. We crossed the Berlin Wall at Check out of college and was one of the few to
Point Charlie and spent the day in East employ new ideas. Using tape recorders
Berlin – quite a responsibility for staff – and singing songs, as opposed to the usual
I’m not sure how one would fill in a risk chalk and talk. French suddenly became
assessment form for that now! We visited very popular when the Meeting House
Sevenoaks in Kent for a memorable week building was extended – there was always
and spent many weekends at Youth a rush for the coach road window desks –
everyone wanted to see one of the graves
Hostels on the North Yorkshire Moors.
Clifford Alderson taught Biology, the
lab was immaculate, the floor was highly
polished. His diagrams must have taken
him hours, he used coloured chalk and his
presentation was second to none. No-one
dared so much as whisper except to
answer a question. I do remember one
occasion when Liz Banks fell off her stool,
it seemed hilarious at the time, but
absolutely no-one dared laugh, what class
control he had!
Taffy, Mr Morgan lived and breathed
school, his history lessons were a whirl
wind. He started writing on the left board,
his stories getting more and more
elaborate as the lesson progressed, the
three boards overlapped, he moved them
round as he filled them with notes. Still
talking – never stopping for breath – I
never could keep up with his notes or the
order of the boards, but I enjoyed his
lessons and his never ending enthusiasm.
Brian Collingridge had the Geography
spot, later to be filled by John Ard. How
lucky we were to be taken out on field
trips. I went to Berlin and The Rhine with
a group from school – travelling mainly by
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being dug up! Chris Scaife arrived I think
at the beginning of my second year at
school – he taught me science. His lessons
were always interesting and relevant to
life. Chris always came over as very
approachable, he knew lots of things and
usually had a story to tell. He was a great
teacher. I owe him lots.
John Reader – his shiny brown shoes.
The way he always was able to speak and
say the right thing in Meeting. Sixth form
Studies were held in an evening at
Millfield House, the home of John and
Mary. To me (always nosey) their house
was of great interest – it all seemed so
modern. Lots of wood panelling, unusual
chairs and Mary’s paintings. We talked
about everything and anything – John
there to quietly guide and extended
discussions but never to dominate.
Peter Whittle taught English – If he
told us once where the apostrophe goes in
the word ‘Friends’ he must have told us a
hundred times ! He organised trips to the
Theatre and to the Mystery plays in York.
He introduced us to The Hobbit and
encouraged drama in Rosehill. We cooked
a haggis in a clay oven on lake area and
built an igloo on bottom field.
Nick left Ayton in 1967 when I was in
3rd form – and Ayton moved on under the
leadership of John Reader. The school was
full to bursting and boarders were sent out
to lodge in the village – plans were afoot
for Leven Hall – The new boarding block.
1967 was not just the year that Nick
left - it was the year that Neil asked me
out – he says he can’t remember this! I
was not at all interested in boys and much
preferred to spend my spare time climbing
trees in the grounds or messing around
with clay in the pottery room. But having
a boyfriend was the thing to do, so I went
along with it. It was expected , the
pressure was on, I had to name someone I
liked, It had to be someone taller than me,
so that cut out at least half the boys in our
year, it had to be someone vaguely
passable, so that got rid of a few more!
Better be safe and choose someone who
wouldn’t look twice at me. So I decided the
best idea would be to go for someone
whose photo was already in the lockets of

Neil and Sue
two of the most popular girls in our class –
they know who they are! That was it – the
news was out – before I knew it Neil and I
were standing on the girls playground
discussing our shoe sizes - and the rest is
as they say – history.
In 1970, my final year, I became a
boarder. To this day I’m not sure why my
parents decided on this. It was the year
Leven Hall opened – we had twin rooms,
duvets, sinks in each room, luxury. Many
of our year left after 5th year so we were
quite a small 6th Form group – we worked
hard all year and after our exams spent
time renovating and plastering Acorn
cottage, trips to Wimbledon and London
art galleries and eating Suggitts’ ice
cream. Did you know two large 99s eaten
slowly lasted from the shop all the way to
Leven Hall?
1971 was the year the microprocessor
was invented. Bahrain gained independence from the UK. John Newcombe and
Evonne Goolagong were Wimbledon
Champions and Disneyworld in Florida
opened. I moved on to Didsbury Teacher
Training College in Manchester and
following my interests chose PE and
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Geography as my main subjects. I kept my buy the entire contents of the Needlework
contacts with Ayton – organising the old room cupboards, about 30 bags of fabrics
scholars hockey and tennis teams. I very and wool, 100s of zips, needles and
quickly found out who Roy George was scissors. I also bought Reading Scheme
and was reacquainted with Mary Banks. Books. The children are still using them.
That £100 was well spent.
Before I knew it I was on the Committee!
I now appreciate the sacrifices that my
In my role as Records Secretary many
hours were spent addressing, packing and parents made - so that I could have a
posting the Annual Reports. Sarah our ‘good’ education. At Ayton, not only were
middle daughter became a whizz at we educated for life and our strengths
counting to twenty and using the rubber encouraged by the staff,we were also
stamp with the return address in case of allowed to be children, to make things,
wrong delivery. During this time I got to build things, sing, play, act, go to places,
know old scholars from other eras – Joyce meet interesting people and learn about
Emmerson, Eric Rodham, Joe Tillott, ourselves. We were treated and valued as
Anne Gale, Cliff Weschenfelder and many people in our own right. Neil and I have so
of you who are here this afternoon. We many friends and family linked in one way
organised big events - The 150th or another to Ayton School, it’s always so
Anniversary. Mary Banks and I had many easy to fall back into an Ayton friendship.
‘meetings’
to sort out catering Looking back I realise how fortunate I was
arrangements (by now I was Reunion to be an Ayton girl. Thank you for
Secretary)
Our youngest daughter listening.
Rebecca who was only 3 at
the time had no choice but
to be included and Mary
always provided lovely
lunches
for
us
–
Mayonnaise was renamed
Mary’s-aise, a label that
still exists today in our
house.
The 150th was a great
event – the sun shone, the
marquee was full, ‘The Pop’
with Roy’s hard work and
organisation
was
successful.
The school
joined with us, holding
their Open Day on the
same weekend. Our eldest
daughter Louise by then
At the Antiques Roadshow, Bowes Museum
was a scholar at Ayton and
PS. During the summer my family and
I must admit to a tear in the eye when she
was presented with the Shackleton I attended an Antiques’ Roadshow at
Bowes Musuem. We took with us the
Trophy for her Sporting Endeavour.
I took over as Old Scholars’ Chairman Presidential Medallion, presented to the
the year after the school closed – this was Association by Fred Mitchell during his
a really difficult time for everyone who year of Office in about 1929. Although
had Ayton in their blood. The Sale of the neither it or we appeared on the
Contents of the school lasted for 3 days. programme itself, we learnt that its value
My
Head
allowed
me
3
days is approximately £2,000!
compassionate leave to attend – she also
Sue Fox (Turner 1964-71)
gave me £100 cash to spend. I managed to
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A.O.S.A.
Ayton Old Scholars Association Minutes of 121st Annual General Meeting
Held at 2.30 pm on Sunday 28th June 2009 in the Meeting House
Secretary and this was confirmed later in
the meeting.
Hon. Treasurer’s Report was presented
by William Pine. William has now
completed 2 terms of office as Hon.
Treasurer and has retired. His report, as
ever was very concise and he passed round
a printed account of the years income and
expenditure which showed that the AOSA
finances are in very good shape and no
money had to be transferred from deposit.
Editor’s report. James Slater has had a
very difficult year personally and
professionally and he thanked the people
who had stepped into the breach he left
when he had to prematurely retire as
Editor. James expressed his most sincere
gratitude to Gill Jackson (Hinds) for all
her excellent news gathering and editing
and for taking over at the 11th hour to
ensure we had the amg in 2009, and to
Dick Dennis who managed to get the 2009
magazine ‘put to bed’ before he had to take
to his. James was also pleased to tell all
gathered that his wife Pamela was well on
the road to recovery and thanked everyone
who had sent their good wishes.
Acceptance of the above reports was
proposed by Margaret Carnegie and
seconded by John Fothergill.

The chairman Diz Dexter, welcomed
everyone to the AGM. She asked all
present to share a short silence to
remember those Old Scholars who had
died during the preceding year and also to
send loving thoughts to those members
who were experiencing difficult times.
The 2009 President, Sue Fox gave her
Presidential
address
which
was
fascinating and had everyone present
enthralled with her memories of her time
at Ayton School. We were all most
impressed as Sue donned her school blazer
and it fitted her to perfection. The
Presidential address was humorous, full of
anecdotes and information about the
school. Diz Dexter thanked Sue for her
most interesting address and also
welcomed her back to the Committee on
which she has served so loyally in the
past.
Greetings and apologies for absence
were received from: Dick Dennis, Ann &
Tony Jeffries, Jane Scrimshaw, Chris
Vodden, Ann Gardner, Andrew Vaux, Lil
Pearson (Wrightson), Adi Lavender, and
Margaret Eden.
The minutes of the 120th A.G.M. were
taken as read from the Magazine and
approval was proposed and seconded by
Lou trotter and Harry Snalam.
There were no matters arising.
Jill Wheeler (Rhodes) Hon. Secretary
brought her report up to date speaking
about the previous evenings meal and get
together at Stokesley Town Hall. It
enabled her to remind Old Scholars how
well everyone worked together to make
the evening in particular and the weekend
in general such a good place to be on the
last weekend in June each year.
Hon. Records Secretary’s Report. Dick
was unable to be with us this weekend as
he has only recently been discharged from
hospital. Our good wishes are sent to Dick.
No report was available. However, Fiona
Campbell has joined the Committee and
volunteered to take over as Records

8. There were no questions regarding the
4 reports which are recorded in full in the
2010 A.O.S.A. magazine.
9. Retirement of officers as of 2009 but
willing to stay in office on a yearly basis
Nominations Committee: Sonia Wade
Executive Committee:

Lou Trotter

Editor:

Gill Jackson

Retirement of officers in 2009
Treasurer
Editor
Reunion
Co-ordinator
Records Secretary
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William Pine
James Slater
Jenny Summerfield
Dick Dennis

Lou Trotter gave a vote of thanks on
behalf of everyone present to the above 4
Officers who have served the Committee
so loyally during their time in office. Each
of them has added a certain style to their
position. All of the jobs are of great
importance to the Association and each
officer has left a schedule to make the
transfer as smooth as possible.
10. Re election of officers willing to remain
Chairman Diz Dexter (2006 – 2010)
Secretary Jill Wheeler (2006 – 2010)
Executive Committee
Gillian Cloughton
John Fothergill
Anne White
Suzanne Potter

(2008
(2008
(2008
(2008

–
–
–
–

2012)
2012)
2012)
2012)

Nominations Committee
Diz Dexter
(2007 – 2011)
Lou Trotter
(2007 – 2011)
Suzanne Potter
(2008 – 2012)
School Committee Representatives
Jill Wheeler
(2007 – 2011)
Sonia Wade
(2007 – 2011)

Proposed: William Pine Seconded: John
Fothergill All in favour
12. Nomination of President Elect:
Margaret Carnegie was pleased to
commend Alan Goodfellow to the AGM as
our President Elect. Gill Jackson seconded
the choice of the Nominations Committee.
Alan, was very happy to accept the
nomination.
13. Diz Dexter, the Chairman, said that
the Committee had discussed the
subscriptions and asked the members
attending the AGM to make the following
changes: That the Life Membership
should be reduced from £100 to £50 for all
old Scholars. It was hoped that this would
encourage more life members which can
only be good for the Association. There
was some discussion about anyone who
had recently taken out Life Membership
and it was decided that a refund would be
offered. The amendment was passed
unanimously.
14. Future Reunions. The 2010 reunion
will be 26th and 27th June and the format
will be much the same as 2009.

Proposed: Jenny Summerfield Seconded:
Mary Kidd All in favour.

15. There being no further business the
meeting closed at 3.45 pm.

11. Election of new officers
Treasurer Geoff Miller
(2009 – 2013)
Secretary Fiona Campbell (2009 – 2013)
School Committee
Rep
Sue Fox
(2009 – 2013)
Reunion Co-ordinator No nominations

Jill Wheeler (Rhodes 1949-56)
Hon. Sec.

NEWS 2011
Please send News for 2011 Mag to
Linda Hewison, our new Editor,
by 31st December 2010.
Email: hewinfrance@hotmail.co.uk
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Marjorie Gaudie, John Herriman with his mother Margaret (Smith) and
Anne Baines (Wood)

James Slater, Tessa Snowdon & Jen Summerfield
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Caroline and Roy George

Sue Fox (Turner) talking to Barbara (Bearby) and Clifford Weschenfelder
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A thank you to Diz Dexter for her 8 years
as Chairman of the AOSA Executive Committee
2002-2010
I have known
Diz
Dexter
since
our
schooldays at
Ayton in the
1960s. One of
the things I
remember
about
her
from
those
days was her
enthusiasm
about
all
things
the
Friends’
School had to offer.
It was this
enthusiasm as well as her determination
to do a good job which Diz brought to her
role as Chairman of the AOSA Executive
Committee.
From the beginning of her term of
office, she conducted the AOSA Committee
Meetings in a brisk and business-like
manner, ensuring the committee got
through its agenda in a timely manner.
She dealt fairly with everybody, so that all
committee members had a chance to
contribute to the discussion if they wished.
The AGMs she chaired in an equally calm,
forthright and business-like manner, with
courtesy extended to every questioner
from the floor. It was Diz who instituted
the tradition of a minute’s silence at the

beginning of each AGM for those Old
Scholars who had died during the previous
year: a tradition in accordance with
Quaker customs, and a fitting way to
remember those no longer with us.
In 2006 Diz generously agreed to
extend her term of office for a further four
years, this comes to the end in June 2010.
I am sure that all members of the
Executive Committee in particular, and
Old Scholars in general would wish to
thank Diz for the sterling work she has
done over the past eight years as our
Chairman. We very much appreciate the
time and effort she has put into AOSA
Reunions, devising of, and organising
Treasure Hunts, as well as her work
behind the scenes in assisting with the
organising of serving reunion meals and
the clearing up after them. Committee
members will miss her cheerful
personality and her guiding hand at the
October and March Committee Meetings
and during the AGM; once again, our
most sincere thanks to Diz.
We look forward to seeing Diz at
reunions in the future where I know she
will be able to relax and enjoy herself as
an ‘ordinary’ member once again, after her
‘extraordinary’ service as the Chairman of
the AOSA Executive Committee.
Suzanne Potter (Morgan 1961-68)

Jill Wheeler (Rhodes) Hon Secretary,
leaves AOSA Committee
Jill Wheeler took over the role of AOSA
Hon. Secretary in 2002, from Margaret
Carnegie. Her boundless energy and
wicked sense of humour have kept us both
up to date with all that goes on in
Committees, and in fits of laughter ever
since.

Jill’s role on the Committee is to
provide the Agendas for meetings,
including the AGM, which is fine tuned by
the committee on the Reunion Saturday
afternoon. This Jill then has to retype,
sometime between the end of the Saturday
Committee Meeting and before she
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Jill Wheeler
returns for morning Meeting on the
Sunday. Taking into account there is the
Evening Do at Stokesley Town Hall, where
Jill is usually our Quizmaster, and also
the fact that she often travels home to
West Aukland for the night, it is easy to
see how pushed she is for time to produce

the excellent document which most who
attend the AGMs each summer take for
granted.
It is also Jill’s job to report back to the
committee on the progress of each
committee meeting and the decisions
made within it, as well as writing the
AGM Report for the Association, to be
printed in the following year’s Annual
Report. Jill is expected to give her own
Secretary’s report to the AGM on the
workings of the committee and what it has
done in their name during the previous
twelve months.
As Jill was our Secretary during the
very difficult time when Whinstones, after
the extremely wet summer of 2007,
decided enough was enough and asked us
to find other accommodation for our
reunion weekend meeting, there was
much both good and bad by way of
reporting on the workings of the
committee, to give to the AGM that time.
With her customary flair, Jill managed to
make light of these traumatic events and
presented, as ever, an amusing and
entertaining report for all. We are going
to miss her wonderful sense of humour,
but we understand that being the busy
person she is, it time for Jill to move on.
We wish her the very best of luck in all
that she does in the future.
Gill Jackson (Hinds 1950-55)

Lou Trotter Committee Member, 2002-2010,
retires
Lou Trotter (1947-52) joined the AOSA
Executive Committee in 2002, where his
experience in matters mathematical
rapidly became an asset. (He is a former
Bursar of the Friends’ School at Saffron
Walden.) Lou lent his enthusiasm to the
Nominations Committee, whose job it is to
choose the next Presidents, as well find
personnel for other roles on the
committee, a task becoming increasingly
difficult with the passage of time.

Lou’s knowledge of the workings of a
committee has proved invaluable to his
colleagues, both during the meetings at
Ayton and behind the scenes via email or
phone. It became his role latterly to
perform the task of summarising the work
of the committee to the AGM, as well as
thanking those whose input had been so
invaluable over the year.
This he
performed with charm, dignity and
considerable humour.
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been hoping for, in our letter to all
Association Members last year, Lou, who
had planned to retire in 2009, very
generously agreed to stay on for an extra
twelve months.
Since then, further grandchildren have
arrived to swell the Trotter clan and Lou
and his wife Doris would welcome the
freedom to have more time to spend with
their family. Thus he is definitely retiring
from committee work after the AGM in
June 2010; we will greatly miss his
wisdom and energy. Many thanks, Lou,
for all the time, hard work and dedication
you have given to the Old Scholars’
Executive Committee over the past eight
years, with our best wishes to you and Dee
for the future. I hope we can still look
forward to your continued support at
reunions.

Louis Trotter
As we failed to attract the number of
new people to the committee whom we had

Gill Jackson (Hinds 1950-55)

The Dilemma
The response to this survey sent to all AOSA members
has been excellent, with several volunteers for
positions on the Committee.
Jill Wheeler and Sonia Wade are still collating the
replies and will report to the AGM in June.
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Secretary’s Report 28th June 2009
Each Secretary’s Report briefly tells the
Membership that, as always their
Committee has done all it should with
panache and humour, cups of tea and
biscuits and of course dedication.
However this year I would like to let you
in to a well kept secret – it is a privilege to
be a Committee Member. All the members
went to Ayton School, so that is a great
start and all the members enjoy their
Magazines and the Reunions.
But
Reunions and Magazines do not happen
without a great deal of input from
someone!!
Jenny Summerfield, our
retiring Reunion “Supremo” has done a
marvellous job in locating an excellent
Saturday evening venue along with
exceptional caterers and encouraging
everyone to bring Raffle Prizes, as
demonstrated by last night’s Grand Raffle
with prizes for all, except, as in all the best
raffles, some got lots and some didn’t get
any!! There’s masses of work behind the
scenes, tickets to be printed and
dispatched and a list kept of our
preferences just in case we can’t
remember whether we ordered chicken or
salmon. Although Jenny is Head Girl it is
also a team event with all the Committee
pulling together producing an enjoyable
evening, the “John Fothergill Quiz” was
hard as ever, but I think the same team as
in previous years won the coveted prize.
The magazine, which we all enjoy,
arrives annually through our letter boxes
full of news of Old Scholars far and wide
and interesting articles. I know the

production team of James Slater, Gill
Jackson and Dick Dennis all have a huge
input into the Magazine and the despatch
team, which due to unforeseen circumstances this year was Wendy Smith
working on her own; all give of their time
and expertise, but how we enjoy the end
product.
The fantastic AOSA Web site is the
creation of our “Web Master” Dick Dennis,
who, because of ill health, is not able to be
here this weekend although I am sure he
will be standing by for news to update the
site. Get well soon Dick.
Last year we had 3 new Committee
Members and another 2 have joined this
year, which is a very healthy situation.
Having each President’s input for 3 years
is a great asset as Presidents are chosen
because they have already proved that
they have a lot to offer. But do not sit on
your laurels, as Lou Trotter said in his
letter “Your Committee needs You” and
especially those of you who are under 55.
Come and speak to a Committee Member
– you might be just what we are looking
for!
So….Once again ex Lapsed Old
Scholars have been found, new members
have been encouraged, and Magazine
collated, printed and posted, the Website
updated, the Constitution upheld, records
kept and a new President Elect persuaded
and welcomed. As the School Song goes “
There’s no School like Ayton for you and
for me”!!
Jill Wheeler (Rhodes 1949-56)

TREASURER’S REPORT 2009
Many thanks to Dick Bye for examining
the Accounts. I would also like to thank
the Committee members and District
Secretaries for all their hard work over
the past year, with special thanks to
Jenny Summerfield for organising the
reunion.

The current balances are:
Current account 2,447.84
General Fund
1,649.55
Life Fund
14,619.49
Total
18,716.88
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William Pine
Honorary Treasurer (1981-86)

AYTON OLD SCHOLARS’ ASSOCIATION
Year Ended 31 march 2009 Receipts and Payments Account

Current Account
2008

2009

2008

639
279

Annual subscriptions
Bankers orders
From secretaries

370.25
370.23

210
96

Adverts & Sponsors
Interest less tax

159.47
63.53

447
195
964
50
1,014
150

1,596
2,820

Excess of expenditure
Over receipts

768.39
1,731.87

2009
Postage
Stationery
Annual report
Reunion printing
Loss on Reunion
Provision for handbook
Other expenses

473.71
44.12
980.00
50.19
8.60
150.00
25.25

2,820

1731.87

2,761
2,647
12
25

Nationwide
1,649.55
HSBC current account 2,447.84
less cheques not presented
plus cheques to be credited
Less 2009/10 receipts
5.00
Less 2008/09 receipts
4,092.39

General Fund
6,127

Balance at 1 April 08

4,531.16

Less excess of expenditure
1,596 Over receipts
4,531
840

768.39
3,762.77

Provision for handbook
Less cost of handbook

989.62
660.00
4092.39

50
5,371

13,620
197
336

Balance at 1 April 08 14,152.57
New members
245.95
Interest less tax
220.97

14,153

14,153

14,169.49

14,153

5,371

Life fund

Nationwide
Building Soc

14,619.49
14,619.49

Hon. Treasure: William Pine
Independently examined by Richard Bye
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Colin Schofield, Janet Ayre, Matt Newton, Anne Gale (Thompson) Peter Wake,
Joan Jebson (Spence), Clive Olbery

Nancy Megginson enjoying a chat with Anne Martin
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Alan Goodfellow
A profile of our President Elect

President Elect Alan Goodlfellow, with his sister Beryl Queen
In 1948 I went to Ayton School and was
put into Swarthmore House and Form 1
Alpha. Alan, my brother joined me at
Ayton in 1952, following in my footsteps.
He went into Firbank House and form 1A.
After 5 years spent reigning supreme over
arranging the Meeting House furniture
and the welfare and distribution of hymn
books and a wide range of other activities,
he left school without any O levels but
with an eye for business. This he put to
good use in his future life.Alan went
straight into the family business of
plastering contractors in Sunderland as
an apprentice plasterer. He attended
evening classes and college courses to
become a technical lecturer in building
practical at the age of 18. He continued
teaching and eventually became the
Managing Director of the family firm
when our father retired.Later he branched
out into property development and
building, after attaining the recognition of
the National House Builders Registration
Council.
He married in 1970 and by 1972 had
two sons. Now that he had a family to
support, and being very disillusioned with

local estate agents and with no local land
available, he opened his own Estate
Agency in 1972. This business flourished
–and in 1989 he had seven offices and
forty staff, which he eventually sold to
Royal Life Insurance. Alan’s third son was
born in 1977.
Unable to take life in the slow lane he
worked for the charities F.A.B. and YMCA
whilst representing the N.E. of England
on the Council of National Estate Agents,
who were responsible for liaising with
government ministers in matters relating
to estate agency in the British Isles.
Eventually in 2006 Alan decided to retire
– or so he said! Having been in property
and development most of his working life,
he moved to Pickering where with his
eldest son and family he purchased a
small farm and bed and breakfast
business. Using all his experience they are
developing a profitable business in a
beautiful setting. I am certain the staff at
Ayton who cajoled and chastised him
during his time there would be amazed at
the end product after 52 years.
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Beryl Queen (Goodfellow 1948-55)

Summer Reunion 27th/28th June 2009
The reunion began for me with an evening Village Caterers, Swainby, was of the
meal at the Golden Lion in Osmotherly on same high standard. John Fothergill took
Friday 26th June, organised by Colin over the role of Quizmaster from Jill
Schofield, for a group of about 6 of his Wheeler and confounded us with his
erudition.
contemporaries from the
The weather was still
years
1946-51,
their
dull and showery on the
partners, and 3 of mine
Sunday,
when
after
(47-52) and theirs. It was
Morning Meeting we
good to meet folk who had
were about 81 strong for
not returned since they
the buffet served in the
left school. Saturday
little committee room,
lunchtime saw 28 OS
with a wide choice of
from the 48/49 year group
food available.
Wendy
convening at the Dog and
Armstrong
and
her
Gun in Potto for the
husband came to photosecond time in three
graph our Dining Room
years. Newly refurbished,
Plaque and was very
we had a splendid lunch
much taken with another
in a lovely setting, thanks
plaque, supposedly comto the hard work of Ed
missioned to commemThompson and Peter
orate the opening of a
Moore Robinson. The rain
new classroom block in
which fell throughout was
1903 – Jane Campbell is
of monsoon proportions.
The 1903 Commemorative
on the case…… Since
The official Saturday
Plaque
writing in July 09, we
Evening Do at Stokesley
Town Hall was another great success, have discovered that this plaque was
about 68 attended. Harry Snalam handed unveiled in 1903. The building it
over his chain of office to new President, commemorated was a much needed
Sue Fox. The food provided by the same extension to the girls' side of the school,
firm as last year -Jennifer Swales of which consisted of new bedrooms, a new

OS arriving for the Saturday Night Do at Stokesley Town Hall
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Jean Hewitt
(Smithson), Jenny
Henry, (Scaife) and
Barbara Clarke
(Price) lunching at
the Dog and Gun
Potto

1896-1913, Henry
Kitching's was the
third, he was a
Member
of
the
School Committee
from 1985-34 and
the
Secretary
(Chairman)
from
1989-1920. Further
details of the Dining Room Memorial
Plaque, which featured in last year's AR
may be found in the early years News.
The reunion ended as usual with the
AGM, ably chaired by Diz Dexter,
preceded by Sue Fox’s amusing and most
interesting Presidential Address.

classroom, a covered shed at the back –
perhaps the one where ‘Collects’ were held
and tuck stored in my day, and also a
garden for the girls. Adequate sanitary
arrangements were installed on both sides
and the boys acquired bigger changing
rooms.
The three names on the plaque are
those of William Harding a former pupil
Gill Jackson (Hinds 1950-55)
1850-54 who was our Association
President from 189395. He was also the
Mayor of Darlington in
1889 who treated the
children of Ayton
School to an excellent
tea during his year as
Mayor, He wore his
robes to this event and
explained to the pupils
the workings of a large
Corporation. His was
one of the names
chosen for the first
house system along
with Richardson, Pease,
Backhouse.
The
second name on the
plaque was that of the
then
Headmaster
Frank Rivers Arundel
Near left and right, The Golden Lion Osmotherly.
OS from approx 1946 and 47
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WENDY’S WALK
me. We were assured however that even
the most macho bull is pretty innocuous
when he is attended by his extended
family of cows and calves and so it turned
out.
Those of us not put off by the
impending rain and possible bull
encounters, assembled at the Meeting
House at 1.30pm in kit which varied from
the full monty (mountain gear) to jeans,
trainers and t-shirts. Wendy organised us
into car loads and drivers and we set off
for the short but uphill drive to Gribdale
Terrace car park thus painlessly gaining
sufficient height, to obviate any
significant climbing on foot. There we
disembarked, booted up, limbered up, had
a group photograph, received last minute
route and safety instructions from Wendy
and set off for our first objective – the
nostalgic Little Fern Deep-(not known as
such to any real geographer or the O.S.
people). The ‘going’ was pretty easy and at
first dry, through the lovely Yorkshire
countryside along gravel paths. Time and
scenery passed in
peripheral vision
as I talked nonstop
with
Bill
“Willy”
Wade,
Big Fern Deep....then
whom I had not
seen for some 55
jumpers and blue
years and found
shorts etc, streaming
him not only as
across white fields and
amusing now as I
hills with sledges and
did when he was a
toboggans in tow on
tiddler in the first
the way to Cook’s,
form
but
also
where we had a whale
s u p r e m e l y
of a time ringing the
and....now
knowledgeable
changes on ways to
about the countryside he loves and knows
slide down a hill faster than anyone else.
The walk on the Reunion Saturday so well.
Before long we had our first ominous
2009 was planned and led by Wendy
Smith as a nostalgic revisiting of one of clouds and drops of rain which turned into
those walks of long ago. It was preceded by a bit of a torrent. Out came the macs, hats
a flurry of e-mails giving instructions and umbrellas, along with Jill’s (Wheeler)
about where to meet, what to wear, how haute couture black bin liner- very
many could go and the possibility of bulls fetching she looked in it too. Her two little
in private fields to be traversed by the dogs didn’t seem to mind the rain at all
walkers. The latter of special interest to and continued to pull enthusiastically at
dog owners and faint hearted townees like their leads. Some intrepid and hardy
‘The Long Walk’ was a feature of Ayton
School life which most Old Scholars and
perhaps Old Staff remember with
affection and nostalgia. At morning school
assembly, without any warning to pupils
and teachers, the Head would announce
the abandonment of lessons for the day
and preparations for ‘A LONG WALK’.
Everybody was then sent off to get
changed into suitable clothing.
Perhaps each of us (staff as well as
pupils) has a particular Long Walk which
stands out in the memory as something
special. For me it was a winter occasion –
a beautifully frosty day with the
countryside
covered in a
thick blanket
of snow. It
was quite a
scene to see
the
whole
s c h o o l
dressed
in
bright
red
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walkers – optimists to a woman, who
either didn’t believe in weather forecasts
or scorned to do anything about it, blithely
ignored nature’s vagaries and just faced it
out in t-shirts and with increasingly
bedraggled hair.
Soon we left the well trodden gravel
path and entered private fields (the

‘Big Fern Deep – to my eyes it was Little
Fern Deep writ large - bigger, deeper and
more overgrown,- Bill Wade remembers
BFD without trees - you could see from
end to end. - mysterious, clearly
dangerous, just right for those intrepid
teenage boys of long ago with their
impromptu campfires, weird experiments,
cans of baked beans and death defying
sticks of home-made TNT – the chief
representative of whom we had with us President Harry Snalam. This apparently
was the scene of some of those fascinating
adventures we read about in last year’s
Presidential Address. Wendy left us to our
own devices to drink in the atmosphere
redolent with memories of Long Walks
past and gone.

En-route, Wendy's walkers pause to
admire the view
stamping ground of the bull and his
family). Wendy had previously negotiated
‘right of passage’ with Kildale Estates just
for this one occasion. She told us the
farmer clearly remembered earlier days
when Ayton pupils out on their afternoon
walks regularly crossed his fields (and
always left the gate open). Perhaps also he
had in mind the Sunday ‘slave drives‘ for
the girls (led by Ruth Harwood and
others). “Real bobby dazzlers they were
too” (his very words !!!). The going was a
bit rougher here with the long grass very
wet. Arriving at Little Fern Deep, our first
objective, there was nothing much to be
seen – a glimpse of water at the bottom of
a very deep overgrown hole in the ground
– an ancient quarry or mine or so I was
told, it engendered much discussion.
More rain, out came the waterproofs
again, increasing the bedraggled factor for
some – young Matthew Hill, once again
carried in a backback by mum Ro
(Campbell), bravely unfurled an umbrella
keeping both him and his carrier dry.
Eventually we reached the legendary

Jill Wheeler modelling the designer bin
liner, chats to Bill Wade
We didn’t stay too long but set off to
retrace our footsteps through the soaking
fields and overhead drizzle before joining
a small road, heading with all haste for
our cars, the Meeting House and a
welcome cup of tea. Many thanks to
Wendy Smith for all her hard work and for
making the walk possible.
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Norman Graham
(Games and RE Staff 1952-55)

Lebanon 2009
My first interest in the Middle East dates
back to my time at the Friends’ School.
Our class teacher Mrs.Wigham had us do
a weekly ‘show and tell’, and my classmate
David brought in the red and white
headscarf and black band which his father
was required to wear for his job in Saudi
Arabia. Such rules and regulations
seemed pretty normal to us children
accustomed to laws about uniform and
sports kit, but the description of the desert
was totally exotic.

We were about 9 or 10 years old then.
Obviously it took a while, but I have
finally made my first visit to the region at
the age of 24, taking the space between
university and law school to make a trip to
Beirut to complete an internship with a
Lebanese law firm. I was put in touch with
a Lebanese family who had been to a
Quaker boarding school called Brummana
High School in the mountains north of the
capital. I can remember cake sales and
fundraising sports days in Great Ayton for

Doorway at the old Palace has a new usage, the bar at the Beiteddine Festival
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schools abroad and there seems to have
been links between the Lebanese and
Yorkshire communities over the years, but
I wasn't able to find anyone who could talk
to me about them.
Even the first moments of arriving in
Lebanon are exciting. Sitting on the left
side of the plane you get an amazing view
of the curved waterfront of Beirut, the
skyscrapers full of lights and the black
mountain chain which is only a few miles
inland from the Mediterranean. The plane
swoops in to Rafic Hariri International
Airport almost skimming the roofs of the
houses below: this is the Palestinian
refugee camp which has built its way
practically on to the runway.I arrived just
before the elections this year so the
soldiers and tanks were out on show, and
newspapers and bars were full of political
talk. Beirut emptied for the voting
weekend, because everyone was required
to go to their home villages to vote (just
like Mary and Joseph so long ago) and
everyone else stayed indoors in case there
was violence. Memories of the civil strife
and Israeli bombings in 2006 were still
fresh, let alone the memories of Lebanon's
1975-1990 war.
When the elections had passed in
peace, Beirutis got on with life. I met
young Lebanese-Canadians moving to
their parents’ homeland to take up jobs at
the bog banks, wealthy Gulf tourists
visiting the beach clubs, European
journalists covering George Mitchell's
visit, an historian studying the ancient
Roman ruins and students who work for
MTV and party in the buzzing music and
art scene.
Lebanon is a great melting pot of
cultures, and the emigration which the
war provoked means the Lebanese have
family all over the world, and you bump
into multi-culturalism on every corner.
There are mosques and churches, both of
many denominations, and the flat I shared
with other foreign students heard both the
muezzin's call to prayer and the church
bells. There are the poorest fruit and
vegetable markets full of cockroaches, a
couple of streets from caviar bars and
MacDonald’s delivery service. It is easy to

find an Arabic mansion with balconies and
arched windows next to a bombed out
building full of bullet holes, a packed
apartment block strung with washing and
a new-build glass-fronted office; it was
this variety which made the city endlessly
fascinating.
When it gets too much, people drive
out of the city to mountain retreats like
Brummana which are still green despite
all the buildings which have been thrown
up. The roads hairpin up the mountains
and it doesn't take long to leave the heat of
July and August behind.
My internship was a wonderful excuse
to visit a really vibrant and exciting city. I
cannot wait to go back and see the rest of
the country as well. The 7 weeks I spent
there have left me envious of the students

Old house crammed in bewteen new flats
in Brummana and my friends in the city
who live there all the time, despite the fact
that society is still troubled by past
horrors and the current political deadlock
in Lebanon and in the Middle East peace
process.
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Als Scrope (1990-96)

Brummana High School
Some of you like me must have been nine nationalities studying either the
intrigued by the references to Brummana Lebanese Baccalaureate or the British
High School and a country called 'The GCSE/O level programme. Herbert
Lebanon' while we were at Ayton. Dobbing and Roderic Grosvenor (Ayton
Middlesbrough seemed a long way off in Geography Staff 1951-56), played vital
those days whereas ‘Brummana’ and ‘the roles at different times in the development
Lebanon’ definitely had another planet of the school. John Reader also played his
feel about them. I knew, of course, that a part although less obviously. My own
senior member of the Ayton staff called contribution was more ephemeral. Let me
Herbert Dobbing (1921-45) had gone out say that for a short time in some of the
there to work in 1948 as its Headmaster. school’s darkest days I represented a
Over the next five years on the odd tenuous link with the outsideworld.
occasion that I was allowed into the school
Unlike our beloved 'alma mater' the
library I kept in touch by reading ‘The school continues to flourish to this day.
Portico', Brummana High
Which when one considers
School's magazine which
the history of the area this
appeared on the magazine
is truly remarkable. In its
shelf from time to time.
one hundred and thirty
Little did I know then that
seven year existence ‘the
later I would spend fifteen
Four horsemen of the
of the most productive and
Apocalypse' have ridden by
certainly the most exciting/
a number of times leaving
dangerous years of my life
the school shaken but still
Brummana
living and working there
standing. In its short
and that in time it would become even history it has endured two world wars, at
more familiar to me than Ayton itself.
least five wars involving neighbouring
The village of Brummana is on the top states, numerous foreign invasions, an
of a hill about ten miles north east of eighteen year civil war, several earthBeirut which was a three hour ride on quakes and a famine that killed nearly
horseback away in the early days (even half the population of the country, and
longer by donkey or on foot) until a road many, many financial crises. It has been
was built connecting it to the capital at the ruled at various times by the Turks, the
end of the nineteenth century. The school French, the British and the Lebanese with
was founded by a Swiss missionary called varying degrees of interference and
Theophilus Waldmeier in the early efficiency. Once, not too long ago, the
eighteen seventies. Later he became a members of the School’s local committee
Quaker and so Brummana High School thought they could run the school better
became a Quaker school. In the early days than the Quakers themselves, and took it
it was very like Ayton. The students had over only to return it shortly afterwards
lessons for part of the day and did when they realised they couldn't.
agricultural work for the rest. The school
It is no longer a Quaker school but it is
received financial assistance from the still owned by the Society.
Darlington Quakers, who you may
Why has it survived in the face of such
remember, played an important part in adversity? Because the Old Scholars and
the setting up and financing of Ayton. the community that support it have
Within a short time its reputation was wanted it to do so. Perhaps we could have
such that it attracted students from all learned a lesson from them had we had a
over Lebanon, the Middle East and even mind to!! Those interested in filling in the
further afield. When I started to teach many holes in my brief account can do so
there in the early nineteen seventies it by lookingup www.bhs.edu.lb/history.
had almost a thousand students of forty
Jimmy Shaw (1948-53)
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Thomas Richardson’s family connections & the
foundation of Ayton School
Old Scholars will all be able to recall the would have foundered in its first decades.
face on the portrait gazing benignly down The first phase in the enterprise of
over the tables of hungry children in the founding a new school was, as in all
dining room. This, we were taught, was Quaker matters, the formation of a
‘our benefactor’; ‘the founder’. There is no committee of thirty-nine 'worthy Friends'
doubt that Thomas Richardson was of to represent Meetings in North Yorkshire,
critical importance in the establishment of Durham and Northumberland. In the
Ayton School for he provided ninety event there were representatives from
percent of the capital and a gentle guiding Meetings in Newcastle (9) Sunderland (5)
hand for the rest of his life. But his Durham (2) North and South Shields (4)
contribution must be set alongside the Darlington (9), Stockton (4), Osmotherley
economic background of the times and the and Northallerton, (4), Bishop Auckland,
other Quaker benefactors who made the (2), Benfield (1), Staindrop (1) Cotherstone
(1). The names give us representatives
enterprise possible.
Ayton’s position in the North East of from all the prominent Quaker families.
Their first meeting, held on
England is significant. This
15th October 1840 in
was an area of rapid
Darlington, ‘supported a
industrial
and
urban
view’ held by Friends, that
growth in the early
a site might be found near
nineteenth century and a
Bishop Auckland. Sites
good deal of this growth
near Durham, Staindrop,
was financed by Quaker
and Darlington, were also
banking and business
mentioned but Bishop
interests supplying the
Auckland seemed to be
iron, steel and rolling stock
favoured.
for railway expansion as
There was then a rather
well as a growing ship
Dickensian intervention by
building industry in the
a 'mysterious benefactor.'
North East. What is more,
John Pease reported to a
the dominant Quaker
Thomas Richardson
special conference held in
business families (Pease,
Backhouse, Richardson, Mounsey) were Darlington in late February 1841 that 'an
closely inter-related and also linked with unnamed Friend' had offered £500 pounds
other
wealthy
Quakers
families towards the foundation, providing he
elsewhere, such as the Frys and the could choose the site. The site he
Gurneys. Through their banking, recommended was not one of those already
discussion.
The
committee
industrial enterprise and investments under
these families rapidly became very adjourned for a month to allow John Pease
wealthy, often in less than a generation. the time to correspond with the
Being Quakers, they turned to justify anonymous donor.
The identity of Thomas Richardson
their gains by good works.
There is little doubt that without the soon became known. His chosen site for
constant support not only of Thomas the school was the home of his father's
Richardson but of members of these big mother, Lydia Richardson. It also became
Quaker business and banking families, known that he was willing to increase his
Ayton school, (which was never very donation tenfold to £5000. This was a
financially secure throughout all the one very considerable capital sum in 1840 (the
hundred and fifty six years of its life), equivalent of nearly £362,416 at today’s
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value.) The committee, in the most seemly But it was his grandmother's home in
Quakerly fashion, accepted his offer with Ayton that established a sentimental
alacrity. Consequently an estate of 74 attachment in Thomas's mind and it was
acres was to be purchased for £6,500 with this that drew him back to make his home
money to be set aside for enlarging the in the village when he had become
Friends’ Meeting House and Quaker successful.
Richard and Lydia had a large family,
graveyard. The offer went along with
establishing of two further quite separate one of whom, Robert, Thomas's father, was
Day Schools for the village. Grass was not born in 1738 in Bishop Auckland and he
allowed to grow underfoot. By 1st April married Caroline Garth from Denton,
1841 the site had been inspected by John Durham, in 1765. The Jubilee History has
Pease, John B. Pease, John Backhouse it that Thomas was 'born in Darlington in
and Henry Pease. Trustees had been 1771'. But an ‘ancestry website’ suggests
appointed by the end of April (two Peases, another story. According to this source, it
two Backhouses, four Richardsons and a was his father Robert and not his
grandfather Richard who came
Mounsey), and approved by the
from Hull, whereas his father
wider Quaker community in a
was born in Darlington. It also
conference in Darlington on the
suggests that his mother (and
5th of May. Thomas Richardson
not his grandmother) was born
was thanked and extra money
in Ayton! So the sentimental
raised by the sale of stock from
connection would have been
a bequest. George Dixon, the
even closer. Some task for
prospective
new
Superanyone willing to use Quaker
intendent, ie the school’s first
records to build a more
Headmaster, visited the site on
accurate story than the one
13th April with John Pease. It
presented here ?
was the latter who, standing
There is no evidence that
overlooking the River Leven
there was much money to pass
dam and the waterfalls for the
on to the large family; for this
mill, averred that "if people are
reason when Thomas was born
not happy here, it is in them
The 'Friend" in
he received a poor early
that ails them.”
Lombard Street
education, his parents not
The connections between
the strands of Quaker family life were being 'Friends in affluence'. It was this
written into the economic history of comparatively lowly beginning that
England in the early nineteenth century. inspired him to help others similarly
The Richardson - Pease family connection disadvantaged when he became a wealthy
in particular resonated through the man. At first he was apprenticed to a
nineteenth century and beyond. It can be Quaker grocer in Sunderland (possibly a
traced to the marriage of Thomas's great Richardson too) who sent him to work for
great grandfather William, of Whitby, who the family firm in London. He clearly
married Elizabeth Pease of Darlington in came back from this trip to his parents in
the late seventeenth century. Whitby Darlington with his ambitions enlarged.
became a stronghold of the Richardson He saw that London was the place to be.
family, who were stalwarts of Whitby He must have been an impressive young
Quaker Meeting in the eighteenth and man, for the Quaker network opened up
early nineteenth centuries. It was in for him. It was 'a relative' , Edward Pease
Whitby where Thomas's grandfather (a cousin) who paid for him to go back to
Richard married Lydia, probably a cousin, London again ‘with a guinea in his pocket’
who was born in Langbaurgh, Great Ayton and a letter to Quaker bankers in
in 1731. Richard was established as a Lombard Street. Here he started as an
'Hull trader' with connections in Whitby errand boy where he proved himself
and Darlington, through his own father. honest, shrewd and with sound common
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sense. He was soon appointed as a clerk on
a salary of £40.00 per annum, around
average earnings for such a post at the
time. This allowed him then to live quite
comfortably in his London lodgings with
even a surplus to send back to his parents
in Darlington.
When he was 28, in 1799, he was
married, also in Whitby, to the Quaker
‘servant’ of one of his employers, a Martha
Beeby, who was noted in the Jubilee
History as 'from Allonby' on the
Cumberland coast just north of Maryport
where they had a ‘residence’ - "North
Lodge." But as the daughter of ship's
captain
there
was
almost certainly an
earlier connection with
Whitby. The whole
thread
of
interconnections help to
explain why so many
Quaker letters in the
archives begin 'Dear
Cousin'!
He now started his
Ayton School
own business in the new
area of bill broking, a system which
allowed rural capital to be invested in the
London or Liverpool markets where
merchants needed to get their customers'
bills discounted. His business partner was
also a Quaker, and a friend, John Overend
from Settle. He too had come to London at
the same time as Thomas, was of similar
age, and also worked as a bank clerk for a
Quaker firm. Moreover he had also
recently married Thomas's sister!
Following their rapid success, they moved
from small upstairs premises round the
corner in Finch Lane, to offices in the
more prestigious Lombard Street. Here
they were joined by another member of a
much more famous banking family, the
Gurneys of Norwich. It was John Gurney
who had helped the two young men with
advice and probably capital at the
beginning of their venture. It was this
strong tide of `connections': an intricate
system of kinship, marriage alliances,
business skills, patronage, and friendship,
which helped to sustain most Quaker
enterprise at this time.

By the time he was forty Thomas
Richardson, the 'FRIEND in Lombard
Street' was the chief bill broker in London
and with a considerable fortune, sufficient
real wealth to consider retirement to a
comfortable house in the salubrious
suburbs of Stamford Hill (overlooking
London from the north). From here he was
able to invest in the profitable enterprises
which were taking place in his home
region. Together with relatives in
Darlington, principally within the Pease
family, he was a major mover in the
earliest railway developments, becoming a
director of the Stockton Darlington
Railway and one of the
first to invest in the
development of the iron
and steel enterprises in
what was to quickly
become the town of
Middlesbrough. It was
these interests and the
failing health of his
wife which drew him
back in 1830 to the
in the 1840s
village of his grandmother Lydia's childhood. There is little
doubt that the Ayton school benefited from
the fact that while other families
continued to develop their interconnections, Thomas Richardson had no
children or other close relatives to benefit
from his considerable wealth. Of the
initial list of fourteen subscribers to the
school, the lion’s share came from Thomas
Richardson. It is interesting to convert
the list of those subscriptions into modern
values. In 1841, £100.00 was equivalent to
£5,837 at current prices. The total
donation by all the benefactors was
£277,156 over a million pounds today. Of
this sum, Thomas’s donation represented
90 per cent of the total.
It was here in Ayton he found
fulfilment, spending the next quarter of a
century following a benevolent interest in
the education which he himself was
largely denied. Thomas Richardson died
on 25th of April 1853 in the 82nd year of
his life.
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David Siddle (1946-54)

Wendy's walkers assemble

Wendy detailing the route
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Dick Dennis 1936-2010

Richard John Dennis, ‘Dick’ to his friends,
arrived at Ayton in September 1944 as an
8 year old; he stayed for 8 years. By the
time he reached 16, in 1952, he could not
wait to leave school. Part of the Dennis
Dynasty, Dick was the son of Old Scholar
Richard Henry Dennis 1918-23, and was
immediately called Dick at school as his
father had been before him. Headmaster
Herbert Dennis was Dick’s great uncle,
two of Herbert’s granddaughters Gay and
Jo Lewis, second cousins to Dick, were
briefly Ayton scholars during his time
there, and Dick’s sister Mary joined him at
Ayton in 1948.
Much has been written of the task the
late Arthur Grainge and I undertook in
about 1984 to locate and bring back to
Ayton for a reunion as many of our
contemporaries as we could find. It was

Arthur who ‘found’ Dick. In 1988 Dick
returned to Ayton for his first reunion,
which was also the Association’s 100th
Celebration, and he was hooked. He
presented to Evelyn Nicholson the ‘Blue
Booklet’ he and I had produced, containing
CVs of about 30 of our contemporaries, an
idea of Dorothy Dawson’s. Dick bore
almost all of the print costs himself.
For the School’s 150th birthday in
1991, Dick returned, accompanied this
time by his wife Freda, together with their
dog Harry. They camped on the Lake bed
in a very smart camper van, a smaller
version of the Winnebagos which were to
become the focus of our year group
reunions at Whinstones post the school’s
closure. The Dennis’s hospitality then,
and Dick’s later, was legendary.
In 1992, Dick became a member of the
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AOSA Committee, joining Mary Banks as
‘Old Scholar left for more than 7 years’,
and his experience in committee work
soon became apparent. When Hugh
Colwell retired as Records Secretary in
1996, Dick took over. Unlike Hugh, who
was seriously unhappy working with
computers, something he freely admitted,
Dick was a computer wizard and greatly
enjoyed the challenge his new role
presented. In addition to the normal work
undertaken by Record Secretaries, Dick
had two extra files, one for deceased OS
labelled ‘File 99’, while the other was for
‘Lost Members’. These allowed him
instant checks and cross references when
queries regarding membership came up.
Dick had also been responsible for putting
together, collating and having printed,
three or four of the most recent
Handbooks. He remained on the
Committee for 18 years.
In approximately 1998/99, Dick
mooted the idea of creating a website for
the Association under his own Domain
name of Manannan, an old Norse God who
protected the Isle of Man by cloud cover
from invasion by the Romans. This idea
was put to the AGM at Bainbridge in the
Yorkshire Dales. Since its humble
beginnings back then, our website has
grown to become the amazing vehicle for
OS information it is today. The costs of
running it were entirely covered by Dick
himself.
Our Association President from
2002/03, Dick’s address to the AGM broke
from tradition by detailing some of the
history of the early Quakers and the
founding of our school. To his complete
surprise and delight his five Lewis cousins
came to Ayton for the reunion to help him
celebrate, as did his close friend from
school days, Neil Burrows.
With Dick’s arrival on the committee,
the process of presenting the Annual
Report to our printers was revolutionised.
Dick was a printer by training and also by
birth, being associated with the firm of
Dennises of Scarborough, probably best
known for their picture postcards. In the
early days he was able to translate the
mag from its typed pages into what was

then known as ‘camera ready copy’, ie,
once ready it merely needed to be
photographed instead of being typeset.
Later, and with the improvement in
computers and digital imagery, the whole
process was put by Dick onto a PDF file,
which made life for our printers even
easier. It also saved the Association
approximately £250 a year.
When the Committee was told in 1997
that the school was to close in the August
of that year, it was Dick who worked with
our Chairman Wendy Smith to compose a
letter to be sent out to all of our members,
explaining why the closure was necessary.
Dick ensured that every member received
a personally addressed letter, all done at
home on his computer, to help ameliorate
the effects of such devastating news, a
gesture appreciated by us all.
Dick was always regarded at school as
an excellent swimmer an enthusiasm he
carried with him to adult life. He was also
an excellent sailor, and but for jaundice
striking him just before the event, would
have competed for the UK in the Finn
Class during the Tokyo Olympics. Like
Harry Snalam, Dick also had a private
pilot’s licence. He was a member of the
Manx Model Flying Club, which involved
making and flying huge model aircraft. In
order to drive the Winnebago which he
used as an Ayton base during reunions,
Dick acquired an HGV Driving licence.
He said it made him look at driving and
road awareness in a completely new light.
In recent years, Dick was dogged by
poor health. Last June he had major
surgery for removal of cancer of the
oesophagus, something from which he
never really recovered. His wife Freda and
their son Edward were with Dick when he
died at 6.00am on 12th February 2010 in
St Bridget’s Hospice on the Isle of Man,
the Hospice he helped to found. To them
and to Edward’s wife Dawn, their children
Sam and Danni and to Dick’s sister Mary,
we send our most sincere sympathies.
Dick was a veritable colossus and his
shoes will not be easy to fill. He is going to
be very much missed
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Gill Jackson (Hinds 1950-55)

Thanks to William Pine, Jim Slater, Dorothy Newby, Mary Kidd Margaret Cumbor,
Jenny Summerfield, Wendy Smith, Helen Watson, Chris and Suzi Scaife; the District
Secretaries (with particular thanks to Chris Vodden our DS in District 13, who is
responsible for the news from rest of the world.) And all OS who sent in news via any
method for the Annual Report 2010. I am very grateful to them all. Many thanks GJ
Deadline for the 2011 Annual Report - Christmas 2010, please - to new Editor Linda
Hewison, hewinfrance@hotmail.co.uk.

Before the 1920s
DOROTHY NEWBY (DANBY 1934-39)
was very interested to read about the
Sibson family in last year’s early years
section of the Newsæ “My grandparents
and my parents used to go to a dentist
(father then son I think) at West
Hartlepool and, until I left home, I also
had my dental treatment in their surgery.
The Mr. Sibson I knew was a Quaker and
an Ackworth Old Scholar and I do recall
hearing him telling my mother about some
relation of his who had bought a farm in
Africa which, when the rains came, had
flooded the land.” This sounds like the
Sibson who emigrated to South Africa in
1920s - probably ARTHUR BERTRAM
SIBSON (scholar 1882-86, President
1897-98) GJ… “When I was thirteen, my
grandfather took me to have my teeth
checked, and he told Mr.Sibson that he
was going to buy me roller skates.
Mr.Sibson said that he had a pair which
had belonged to one of his daughters and
he sold them to us for 10 shillings and sent
them by train to our nearest station. I
twice met him after leaving school; once at
Ackworth when he was, I think, a
representative at General Meeting, and
once in a small tea shop when we were on
holiday. I also knew his niece Flynn when
she lived in Sunderland.”
In January last year, we heard from a
Wendy Armstrong, who is writing a book
on the Arts and Crafts Movement Artists
from the North East of England. She had
contacted us to say that she believed that

we had an item of considerable interest
from that period which was executed by
an Old Scholar PHILIP JOHN BASIL
BENNISON (1905-06). This turned out
to be our Dining Room Memorial Plaque.
Wendy and her husband had done a fair
bit of research into Philip Bennison’s
works, most of which are to be found in
Hartlepool, but they had been unable to
locate any of his existing family. All of
this I covered in a short article which
appeared in last year’s Annual Report. In
July 09 DICK DENNIS (1944-52)
received the following email…” Mr
Dennis, Regarding the post as below:
h t t p : / / w w w. m a n a n n a n . c o . u k / a o s a /
magazines/magazine_09/mag2009_
memorial_plaque.html on the subject of
Ayton Scholar, Philip John Basil
Bennison, I noted that Wendy Armstrong
was unable to get in touch with Bennison’s
descendents and thought that she might
like to know that I may be able to help.
My living Grandfather, John Edward
Philip Bennison, is his son and happens to
have in his possession a photo or two and
selections of work from his portfolio. (I
believe the latter may be in the possession
of my Mother). My Grandfather alas does
not have an email address though he lives
locally in Peterlee (I live here in
Hartlepool) and I’m sure he’d be happy to
allow copies of what he has. If this would
be of interest to either you or Wendy
Armstrong then I’ll happily forward on his
address and/or scan and send on a copy of
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a photograph. Regards, Mark Wilson.” It
took me a while to realize the signifance of
the email which I eventually sent on to
Wendy, who was delighted. “Thank you
also for making the fortuitous link with
the Bennison family. We met Philip Basil’s
son, Philip, in Peterlee. He is a retired
architect but sadly his father died when
he was only 14 months old. However we
did manage to fill in a few gaps and see
some of his work.” …Since writing the
above, I have been approached by a lady
from
the
Museums’
service
in
Hartlepool… “My name is Kate Downey. I
work for Hartlepool Museums Service. I
am currently conducting a research project
into local artists and their sitters in
connection with the Portraiture Specialist
Subject Network and the National Portrait
Gallery. One of the artists I am researching
is Philip Basil Bennison, an Old Ayton
Scholar. I was wondering if you would be
able to help with any information
regarding the artist or could give me a
contact for Wendy Armstrong to see if she
may be able to help? I look forward to
hearing from you.” This exhibition is being
held during April- I would love to go. I
have been able to give Kate the email
details of both Wendy Armstrong and
Mark Wilson whom I very much hope will
be able to help her in her research. GJ
During the early autumn of last year
Dick and I were in email contact with a
man named Derek Savage. Derek sent us
two photographs of football teams from
about
1911
which
featured
his
grandfather and great uncle. His research
had led him to believe that they might
have been taken at Ayton and he
wondered if either of us was able to
confirm this. It took us a while, but we
were eventually able to tell Derek that
these two photos did indeed represent
football teams from Ayton from that era.
Derek went on to give us some details of
the lives of these Old Scholars…” Hi Gill,
Thanks for your email. I look forward to
hearing about next year’s report. Although
I’ve only been able to identify my
grandfather on the two images I emailed
to you, I thought you might like a few
paragraphs about his brother as we know

that he also attended Great Ayton. My
grandfather’s only brother, CHARLES
HORACE CROSBY PAYNE (Not sure of
actual dates but entered Ayton in 1908),
whose mother was Mary Ann Crosby, was
born in Middlesbrough in 1894. He was
always known as Horace. Horace attended
boarding school at Barnard Castle. School
records confirm his presence between 12
September 1905 and 11 April 1908. He
resided at York House and passed the
‘Cambridge
Local
Examinations
Preliminaries exam’ in the Easter Term of
1908. The boys’ mother died in 1906 and
with father, Charles, away sailing the
South China seas it must have been a very
difficult time for two young boys (their
father, Charles Joseph Payne, eventually
retired as Commodore of the Ropner
Shipping Line). Horace’s school record
address at Barnard Castle was given as
c/o R.C. Harrison, 13, Albyn Terrace,
Borough Road, Middlesbrough. This was
Richard Claremont Harrison, the boys’
uncle, and United States born husband of
their mother’s sister, Lillie. As you’ve
confirmed, Horace moved to The Friends’
School at Great Ayton where his younger
brother joined him a year later in 1909.
The 1911 census lists my grandfather,
HARRY RAYMOND PAYNE (as for his
brother, he arrived in 1909) (always
known as Raymond), as a pupil at Great
Ayton. By this time, Horace had left school
and was listed as an ‘apprentice engineer’
on the census, living with his new step
mother Rebecca Payne at Eamont,
Cornfield Road, Middlesbrough. Rebecca
had married the boys’ father in 1909.
Horace married Maud Gjertsen in 1923
and the couple had 3 boys. One died in a
road accident as a child. The youngest is
in his mid 80s and resides in a care home
in the South East having had a number of
strokes. Horace became a draughtsman.
He was awarded the MBE in 1953 and
made an honorary member of the Institute
of Welding in recognition of his early
design work on welded structures for ICI.
Horace and Maud moved to Carlton in
Cleveland. Horace died on 9 December
1953 of peritonitis from a ruptured
appendix at North Ormesby Hospital,
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Middlesbrough.
My
grandfather,
Raymond, followed his father to sea and
joined the merchant navy. He later sailed
into Cardiff where he met my
grandmother, Lilian Pulling. The couple
married at Penarth in 1927 and raised 6
children there after a very brief period in
Bristol. Raymond later entered the
insurance business in Cardiff and kept in
touch with Horace in the following years,
although the brothers lived hundreds of
miles apart. Raymond died suddenly at
home in Penarth in 1959, aged 62. I was
just over a year old so, sadly, did not have
the opportunity to talk to him about his
life. However, with your help and that of
Dick, our family story is much more
complete. Please do not hesitate to contact

me if there’s any further details you may
require. I do have some excellent pictures
of the boys c1900 and one with parents
c1896 but I’m conscious that family
history is normally only of interest to the
family and I don’t want to bore you! It
would, however, be excellent if the
publication of the football team
photographs prompted readers to identify
their own ancestor and perhaps share a
little information about the journey their
lives took after attendance at Great Ayton
a century ago. With best wishes, Derek.” If
anyone is able to help Derek identify the
other boys in the photo, will they please
contact me on gill-jackson@o2.co.uk

The 1912 Ayton Football Team
Harry Raymond Payne (middle row,
second from left)

Ayton Football Team approx 1909/10
Harry Raymond Payne is bottom right

1930s
When he received his Annual Report in 09
GEORGE SANGER (1937-38) who lives
in the United States, emailed his friend
DOROTHY NEWBY (DANBY 193439)… “Dear Dorothy, The AOSA magazine
arrived the other day and reading it
caused some bittersweet memories to crop
up. Especially when it came to the obits of
JOE TILLOTT (1936-39) and JOHN
DOUGLAS (1937-40), such fine and
valuable human beings. They certainly
lived an honorable and productive life. I
was also reminded that I had not been in
touch with you for a long time. You

certainly have had an increase in your
family. Mine has too. Daughter Wendy
was married in March of 2008 just before
she was deployed to Kuwait. Now she is
safely back, and we celebrated her
homecoming with a party she never had
after the wedding. Dev her husband is a
Bengali, Graduate of the Harvard
Business School. He is starting a new
venture in India, outsourcing bookkeeping
services from US companies to Mumbai.
There were about 150 guests, who came
from all over to celebrate. We had a steel
drum band and a DJ who played
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The Sanger Wedding, Blossom second left,
George second from right
“Bollywood” tunes to dance to. The pool
was drained and covered by a dance floor.
A lady who painted henna designs on any
part of your body was popular, and there
was a photo booth to take pictures to be
mounted on a bookmark to commemorate
the event. The catering was done by an
expert Mexican group. One of Meghan’s
friends provided the dessert and Wendy
made some dark “bark chocolate”. It was
quite an event and everyone had a good
time… We have acquired a puppy who is
now a year old and fitting in well with the
family. His name is Jock and he is a
Goldendoodle. He requires a fair bit of
attention which we are able to give him
now that we are not travelling as much.
We got him just after a motor trip to N.
California and Vancouver. Son Dave and
his wife Elizabeth have a new baby girl
Lisel Blossom. They are still with the
band and if you are interested in how they
are managing I refer you to their blog on
the internet ‘Miles and miles of diapers’quite funny.
George Jr. also has a
program on the internet every Sunday,
‘’The Fat Man and Circuit Girl’. Rick is
just about ready to go back to being a
ranger for the summer, I have the site
where you can see the kind of territory

that Rick supervises in the High Sierra
mountains. It is www:/virtualparks.org/
trips/JMT2/day-4/html… Some time ago I
received a request from a lady in London
asking how I got to be at Ayton. I don’t
know who she is or what she does or
whether the research was part of a degree
requirement. I thought you might be
interested so I will try to attach it to this
letter. I hope this finds you well and that
you will not be as lazy as I have been in
replying. Love, George.”…Dorothy, wasn’t,
her reply came almost by return… “Dear
George, Good to hear from you. I miss the
frequent talks on the phone which I used
to have with Joe. I have spoken to Beth
several times, and Joe’s half sister came to
visit me shortly after he died. She lives in
York and brought photos of Joe right from
his early childhood… Last month, ANNE
CHETWYND STAPLYTON (PEASE
1938-40), who came to Ayton after you
left, and was my best friend, called to see
me on her way home from holiday. JOHN
READER once told me that, in his
opinion, she was one of the cleverest girls
who had ever been at Ayton. Did you read
her article in the mag about breaking the
enigma code? It is only recently that those
who worked on it were allowed to tell
family and friends what they had done
during the war. She is the only ‘girl’, apart
from me, as far as I know, of our
generation who is still with us. I am
still in email touch with HANS
REICHENFELD (1938-39)… Did I tell
you that, a year ago I had an invitation
from him to the Austrian embassy in
Ottawa to a symposium which he was
giving about Jews in Austria during the
Nazi period? This was followed by an
invitation from the Ambassador to a
reception at the Embassy. I wish that I
could have gone but my days of travel are
over… One of my granddaughters has
returned from Ottawa after nine months
at Carlton University. She has achieved
excellent marks, and was the first student
ever to get full marks in one assignment.
She will go back to Leeds in September to
do her fourth year before finishing her
degree. What a wonderful party you had
for Wendy. You must have been delighted
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to have her home from Iraq… At Easter,
twelve members of my family came to York
for a week and we had a lot of fun. It was
lovely to see my four great grand
children…Please give my love to Blossom.
Love, Dorothy.” Dear Dorothy,” came
George’s more prompt reply, Thank you
for your fast reply. It is strange that you
mentioned Anne Pease. I just wrote to
Dick Dennis to get her address or email.
After reading her article I wanted to ask
her if she came across my old friend John
Cairncross at Bletchley. He is the “fifth
man” in the spy ring consisting of Burgess,
Maclean, Blunt and Philby. He
transmitted information gathered from
the Enigma machine to Russia which
helped the Russians in the Battle of
Kursk, the turning point in the war
against Germany.”… When Dorothy
forwarded this collection of emails to me, I
was interested in the mention of John
Caincross and wanted to know more about
his connection with the Sanger family,
something George was reluctant to talk
about, except to say that John had spent
6 months with his family, so at his
suggestion, I ‘googled’ ‘Cairncross’, and
this is what Google had to say about
him…” John Cairncross was born in
Scotland in 1913. He studied at Trinity
College, Cambridge where he met Kim
Philby, Donald Maclean, Guy Burgess and
Anthony Blunt. All of them became secret
supporters of the Communist Party. Soon
afterwards
James
Klugman
put
Cairncross into contact with Samuel
Cahan, an agent of
the KGB. In 1936
Cairncross joined
the Foreign Office.
During the Second
World
War
he
worked
at
the
Government Code
and Cipher School
at Bletchley Park.
These codes and
ciphers were passed
to the Soviet Union.
In the later stages
of
the
war
John Cairncross
Cairncross
was

based at the main headquarters of MI6. In
1951 Guy Burgess and Donald Maclean
defected to the Soviet Union. When MI5
searched Burgess’s flat in London they
discovered papers written by Cairncross.
When interviewed by Jim Skardon and
Arthur Martin he admitted he had passed
information to Burgess. However, he
insisted that he did not know that Burgess
was a spy.
Arthur Martin, a MI5
investigator, interviewed Michael Straight,
an American who had studied at Trinity
College, Cambridge in January 1964.
While at university Straight became
friends with Anthony Blunt, Kim Philby,
Donald Maclean and Guy Burgess.
Straight claimed that Blunt had tried to
recruit him to become a Soviet spy. Arthur
Martin and Jim Skardon had interviewed
Blunt eleven times since 1951. Martin, now
armed with Straight’s story, went to see
Anthony Blunt again. This time he made a
confession. He admitted being a Soviet
agent and named John Cairncross, Peter
Ashby, Brian Symon and Leo Long as spies
he had recruited. Cairncross was now
interviewed by MI5 and made a full
confession in return for not being
prosecuted. Cairncross worked for the
United Nations Food and Agricultural
Organization in Rome until his retirement;
he died in 1995.”
Dorothy later sent me details of the
article on Ayton’s refugees, referred to by
George. It was written by Quaker scholar
and academic, Jennifer Taylor. Dorothy
had also sent a copy to Jacqueline Danson,
the daughter of another former refugee,
the late CHARLES DANSON (193637)… “Dear Jacqueline, I have forwarded
to you an article which I have received
from George Sanger who was in my year
at school. I think that it will be of interest
to you and to your mother. George and I
have been corresponding for some fifteen
years or so and I have several times met
him and his wife Blossom at the
Edinburgh Festival where we shared the
same interest in music. He is another of
the Ayton refugee scholars mentioned by
Jennifer Taylor. As I was at Ayton for six
years, I knew most of those who are
mentioned in the article. At the time, we
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had no idea about what was happening in
Germany. We girls were not allowed to
read newspapers and it was not until
soldiers were billeted in the village that
we knew anything about Dunkirk. The
boys had the Guardian pinned onto the
blackboard in the boys’ schoolroom but I
seem to remember that some news items
had been cut out for us! In 1938, I went to
an International School at Holzminden,
near Hanover, with a party from Ayton led
by our French Master HERBERT
DOBBING (1921-45). There were
German, French and English boys and
girls in attendance. Please give my
regards to your mother.” Dorothy also sent
the article to me with a most interesting
personal reminiscence… “Dear Gill, I have
forwarded a most interesting article which
I received from George Sanger. I knew
most of those mentioned in it. I remember
SABINE
HELLER
(1935-36)
particularly, because one holiday she went
to stay with MARY CARR (1933-37) at
her home in South Shields. They were
having kippers for breakfast when
something came on the news about Hitler
and Sabine, apparently, picked up her
kipper and threw it at the radio! Love,
Dorothy.”
HANS REICHENFELD (1838-39)
told Dorothy Newby in an email in early
2010 that he had retired from his job as a
Clinical Associate Professor of the Faculty
of Medicine at the University of Ottawa
(he specialised in Psychiatry.) He also
mentioned that during a trip last year he
had come across the place where, as a
young man, he had been ‘internedí during
the war. (I assume this was in Canada
GJ.)… Hans also sent me a synopsis of a
lecture he gave in 2008, in, I believe, his
home town of Vienna, entitled… The
Emperor’s Gugelhupf -Joseph II builds the
Narenturm……” The History and the care
of the mentally ill provide a plethora of
myths which have been perpetuated from
generation to generation. Accounts of the
erection and use of the Narenturm are no
exception. In trying to open some of the
“seven seals” of the book which covers its
story, I kept coming up with more
questions than answers. The basic facts

are straight forward enough; the
Narenturm,
originally
called
the
Tollhausgebaude, was erected in 1784 in
the grounds of what became the
Allegemeine Krankenhaus. It was built in
the same year to replace the large
poorhouse - the Grossarmenhaus.
However, for the patients in the
Narenturm, there are many questions.
What were the circumstances which led to
an individual being admitted? On whose
authority and what were the chances of
being released?
What were the
qualifications of the care givers? To what
extent were residents of the Narenturm
exposed to be seen by the public as a
spectacle, until this was prevented by a
wall being built around it in 1795 on the
instructions of Peter Frank, the Director
of the Allegemeine Krankenhaus at the
time?”
JOSIE HORNER (RICHARDSON
1935-40) sent this reply to the email she
received from her DS… “Thank you for
your note advising that any A.O.S. news is
welcome. I appreciate hearing from you
even if I have little news to pass on. I
should say also that I enjoy receiving the
annual newsletter/magazine. Each year
there are further tributes to those whom I
remember from my Ayton school days, who
are no longer with us. Not surprising as I
was at Ayton 1935 to1940 before going on
to The Mount School in York, quite a
different experience after the carefree
days at Ayton! (I wonder if Josie was there
with Judy Dench, A.S. Byatt and her
sister? GJ) One whom I remember is
ANNE CHETWYND STAPLYTON
(PEASE 1938-40), and her Bletchley
Park experiences make interesting
reading, particularly as we have a near
neighbour who served at the same time,
feeding information into Bletchley Park, a
small world. Both my husband, Michael,
and I have good memories of MARTYN
GAUDIE (1935-38) and JOE TILLOTT
(1936-39). Michael knew both of them at
Bootham School, and it was at Bootham
reunions that we last saw either of them,
and enjoyed reminiscing. Although I was
at school with Michael’s sister, Rachel, at
The Mount, it was some years later that I
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met Michael himself. We have been
married for 55 years, have lived in
Cambridge (formerly Galt) Ontario since
1956, our three daughters were born here,
and, with their husbands, live within two
hours driving time of us. We are fortunate
to be so close to them and can enjoy
sharing festive occasions with them and
our eight grandchildren! They enjoy
hearing of their British heritage, which
includes tales of Ayton of so long ago!
Enough! Best wishes, Jocelyn (Josie)
Horner.”
I was very sorry to learn from
MARGARET CUMBOR (1935-37) of the
sudden death on 19th March, 2010 of
TONY TULIP (1937-42) . Tony and his
wife MOLLY THOMPSON (1937-40)
were, in the late 30s, members of the
famous band “Oiseau and his Dischords”,
a photo of which appeared in the 2001 OS
Report. They were regulars at summer
reunions. Tony was one of six members of
his family who were scholars at Ayton
School. His father ALFRED was a pupil
as were his siblings MYRTLE, JOHN
and GILLIAN.
Tony and Molly’s
daughter ALISON attended the school in
the 1960s. To her and other members of
the family we send our deepest
sympathies.
N I C K
LAMB (193941)
also
responded to
an email from
C H R I S
VODDEN
(1961-67) and
a
further
email
from
me (GJ) … “A
bad start to
the year, due
Nick Lamb in approx
to a family
2005
bereavement.
(Nick’s elder son died in early 2009.)…”
You asked in your mail if our son left any
family. Yes, his wife, Claudia, who is of
Chilean origin but grew up and studied in
Geneva, is a medical doctor (ironically
specialised in cancer), with her own
practice in Geneva, having spent some

years as a “chef de clinique” at the Geneva
University Hospital. There is a boy, Adrien
(10) and a girl, Amanda (6) and they are
all that grandparents could wish for. And
since we are very proud of them, I am
attaching a recent photo taken in our
house… My wife Pierrette and I managed
a visit to the US in June/July, where our
son Christopher lives with his American
wife Alexandra and two baby girls,
including one who was born just two
weeks before we got there. That also
permitted us to participate in the 4th July
celebrations with due pomp, and to meet
up with various friends and acquaintances
in the New York area. Since I have a
cousin and extended family living in
Maryland and New Jersey, we were able to
organise a family reunion with 14 people
present. We get to the Swiss mountains
from time to time. Gstaad is just a two
hour drive.We attended some concerts
during the Menuhin festival, and that was
great. There is also a summer music
festival just in the next village from us,
organised by a neighbour who is a
professor
at
the
Geneva
music
conservatory, and some of the concerts
were outstanding. This is an annual affair,
and we usually put up one of the
musicians in our house. Since our sons
moved out, we have plenty of room to
spare. We also had the visit of a cousin
(she is my cousin’s granddaughter - does
that make her a third cousin?) and her
friend. They live in the US but are on an
exchange visit studying at Salamanca U
in Spain. It was fun indoctrinating two
American 20 year olds to the joys of the
Swiss fondue! Every year, some regular
“Xmas card contacts” seem to be dropping
out. This time it was two AOSs - ERNST
BRANDT
(1940-41) and MAVIS
HOLDSWORTH (NELSON 1934-42) and I am just afraid to call to ask”… Since
writing this, Mavis, who had been in
hospital, has been in touch with her new
address, but Nick would still welcome
news of Ernst - GJ.
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1940s
I am grateful to WENDY SMITH
(ARNOLD 1959-65) and others for
sending me an article from the Observer of
13th September 09 in which Donald
Trelford reviewed former Sunday Times
Editor Harry Evans’ Autobiography - My
Paper Chase… “One of the most intriguing
stories he tells is about the murder of
DAVID HOLDEN (1939-41), the ST
foreign correspondent , in Cairo in 1977”.
When
Sunday
Times
journalists
investigated the murder, they discovered
that the CIA HQ at Langley had a big file
on Holden, the contents of which they
refused to reveal. It seems probable that
Holden was killed by Egyptian hitmen,
but on whose behalf remains a mystery;
was it Mossad, the CIA or the KGB? If
Holden was an agent, it would seem most
likely to me that it would have been for
MI6. What seems certain is that his
murder was linked to espionage.” Evans
apparently went on to say that no
journalist should ever get involved in
espionage, regarded by Trelford as naive
coming from an editor of the paper from
which Ian Flemming had recruited a
number of spies disguised as overseas
stringers! Evans, when interviewed by
Andrew Marr on Start the Week, not long
after the article was written, made much
of David Holden’s death in Egypt…
Feeling I needed more information on
David Holden I looked up Wikepedia…
“After a three-year stint as a
schoolteacher in Scotland, he worked as a
professional actor, then returned to North
America, where he wandered as an oddjob man in the US and Mexico. In 1955 he
was
recruited
as
an
assistant
correspondent in Washington by The
Times (London) and was transferred the
following year to the Middle East to cover
the political and diplomatic crisis
following the joint invasion of Egypt by
Israel, France, and Britain. As Middle
East Correspondent for The Times, he
travelled throughout the Arab World
during the next four years, then was
named roving correspondent. In 1961 he
joined The Guardian with the same wide

brief and in 1965 became Chief Foreign
Correspondent of The Sunday Times.
Holden wrote not only newspaper pieces,
but also books-his Farewell to Arabia
(1966) and Greece Without Columns
(1972) were both widely admired and even
scholarly articles. He began working on a
third book, The House of Saud, about the
Saudi Royal Family, in 1976. Before he
could finish it however, he was
mysteriously killed, and the book had to
be completed later by two other MiddleEastern specialists, Richard Johns and
James Buchan, both then with the
Financial Times. The murder of David
Holden took place in Cairo, Egypt, early in
the morning of 7 December 1977. There
are several theories about the crime, none
of which has been reliably confirmed.
Holden had flown into Cairo several days
earlier to cover the radical diplomatic
moves then being initiated by Anwar
Sadat, the Egyptian president, making a
separate peace with Israel, which since
1967 had occupied the Egyptian province
of Sinai. He was thus alienating himself
from the rest of the Arab world. Sadat
then closed the cultural centres of the
USSR, East Germany, Hungary and
Czechoslovakia. These melodramatic
moves were part of the prelude to his own
newly conceived Mena House Conference,
to be convened in Cairo from 14 December
onward, which would bring Israeli officials
and their multitudinous entourages,
including security personnel, officially
into an Arab country for the first time.
Since nothing much was happening in
Cairo as yet that required his physical
presence, Holden decided to pay a quick
visit to Israel, which still had no
diplomatic or commercial relations with
any Arab country. For this purpose he
therefore flew to Amman. As Time
Magazine reported: “Holden told friends
in Amman that he was going to make a
detour to Jerusalem on his way [back] to
Cairo. ‘Haven’t been there for years,’ he
said. ‘I guess they consider me public
enemy No. 1’.” Holden was joking, though
it is true that Israeli officials considered
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him pro-Arab because of his sensitive
reporting on the plight of Palestinians.
Holden entered and left Israel overland by
way of the Allenby Bridge, the only
practical inland portal of entry from the
rest of the Middle East. Meanwhile Sadat
had expelled the Syrian, Libyan, Algerian,
and South Yemeni ambassadors. Holden
returned to Cairo shortly after midnight
on 7 December. After clearing passport
control and passing out of the baggage
hall, he was seen meeting three people
whom he apparently knew, two young men
and a young woman, with whom he left
the airport. A quarter of an hour or so
later, according to the best evidence, he
was shot once through the heart from
behind and his body was dumped. After he
failed to contact his home office as agreed
from the hotel where he had booked to
stay, the Sunday Times raised the alarm.
Found beside a road near a building site
not far from the airport, “stripped of all
means of identification”, his body had
been taken to the Cairo morgue, where it
was finally discovered and claimed on 10
December. The car in which the killing
took place was found abandoned in
another part of the city. It had been stolen,
a fact that, with other details, indicates
that the murder was not only
premeditated and unprompted by hope of
gain, but had also been carried out by
technically skilled experts who had
arranged local support in advance.The
crime could therefore be presumed to be
the work of an intelligence agency. This
conclusion was likewise reached by the
Egyptian police. The primary suspect in
his murder, not surprisingly, was Mossad,
the Israeli intelligence bureau, which
maintains many agents in Cairo on both a
permanent and casual basis and has
successfully carried out scores of similarly
Russian-style assassinations in other
countries, typically using female agents in
lethal roles. Three motives were clearly
possible: a) Holden might have discovered
something during his brief visit to Israel
that it was thought prudent to keep
concealed; or, more likely, b) his death was
thought to serve as a means of
intimidating other journalists deemed to

be pro-Palestinian. Certainly such
journalists were alarmed at the time. But
it was also possible c) that Menachem
Begin, the Israeli prime minister, who had
been trapped by Sadat’s showmanship
into agreeing to send a delegation to a
conference of which he loathed not only
the aims, but also the very conception, had
therefore arranged the crime to suggest
that Egyptian security was inadequate.
The Egyptian authorities took the case
very seriously, no doubt because the
timing ‘the eve of a conference that their
president regarded as vital’ was so
awkward. The investigation was thus
overseen personally by Mamdouh Salem,
the Prime Minister himself, who had
previously served as Minister of the
Interior and thus knew quite well how
such matters should be handled. The
Egyptians, however, found themselves in a
dilemma: to have produced any conclusive
evidence at all against Mossad would have
jeopardised the forthcoming conference,
which was the Egyptian President’s
current pet project. If any such evidence
had surfaced, it might therefore well have
been deliberately suppressed. An obscure
counter-allegation to the effect that the
perpetrators must have been Palestinians
attempting to derail the conference
beforehand was generally dismissed as
ridiculous, [by whom?] since Holden’s
death had only a negative relevance to
their interests, to the Mena House
Conference itself, where they were in any
case not represented, or to its eventual
outcome. A secondary suspect was
Egyptian intelligence, on the theory that
Holden might have been mistaken for
another British journalist, David Hirst,
who had recently been expelled from
Egypt and blacklisted by the Egyptian
government for his negative commentary
on the Sadat regime. A black-listed
journalist, however, would never have
been admitted into Egypt in the first
place. A tertiary candidate was Saudi
intelligence, on the presumption that
there might be something harmful to the
Saud family in the manuscript for House
of Saud, but of course Holden had left the
manuscript safely stowed with his wife in
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England. When Holden’s book on the Saud
family was finally published, moreover, it
was found to be thorough and just, but
also quite harmless. There has thus in fact
never been any evidence of any kind that
might suggest Saudi involvement, which
is rendered additionally unlikely by the
participation of a woman.A fourth suspect
was Greek intelligence, who might have
killed him in retaliation for his book
Greece Without Columns: The Making of
the Modern Greeks, published in 1972, a
withering analysis of the racist mythology
upon which the ethnic postures and
political policies of the modern state called
“Greece” are based.”
In late January I was talking to my
Hartlepool based Hinds cousin Derek,
about joint Family History matters.
Derek is much involved behind the scenes
with the famous sailing ship, the
Trincomalee, which resides in the harbour
at Hartlepool. He attended a lecture given
by the Membership Secretary of the
‘Friends of the Trincomalee,’ KEITH
RODGERS (1943-48). During the talk
Keith referred to his schooldays at Ayton
Friends’ School. Fascinated, Derek had a
chat with Keith afterwards to see if he and
I
could
possibly
have
been
contemporaries. Thanks to Derek, and
courtesy of GEOFF MILLER (1963-66)
our new Treasurer, I have arranged for
Keith to receive a complementary copy of
last year’s Mag. Keith a local Hartlepool
business man, used to run his own
confectionery shop in the town. He is very
interested in the old sailing ship days and
Nelson’s era, and has been involved for a
number of years with the Trincomalee…
‘HMS Trincomalee is a Royal Navy Ledaclass sailing frigate built shortly following
the end of the Napoleonic Wars. After
serving as a hulk, she was restored to her
original appearance, and now serves as a
museum ship. The Trincomalee is one of
two surviving frigates of this era. She was
built in Bombay India in 1817, out of teak,
due to oak shortages in Britain as a result
of ship-building drives for the Napoleonic
Wars. The ship was named Trincomalee,
after an action in 1782 between the Royal
and French navies off the Ceylon (Sri

Lanka) port of that name. Though she is
not the oldest warship in Britain (that
honour goes to HMS Victory), but she is
the oldest British warship afloat (Victory
is dry docked). Following her recent
restoration the Trincomalee has become
the centrepiece of a historic dockyard
museum in Hartlepool, United Kingdom,
known
as
“Hartlepool’s
Maritime
Experience.’

The Trincomalee
Just after the Mag had gone to press
last year, Margaret FOTHERGILL, wife
of JOHN (1947-53) sent me more details
relating to the story behind the photos
included in the 40’s News section which
showed MATT (1944-53) and his sister
JEAN WATSON (1948-56) NEWTON’s
parents.
‘The
occasion
was
the
Whitsuntide Meet in Richmond North
Yorkshire. (The Meet is for the cycling
clubs from the whole of the North East,
North Yorkshire, Durham and Cleveland).
They had racing on a track round the
cricket field in Richmond. There would be
a funfair in the Market Place. On the
Saturday night a dinner dance in the
King’s Head would be given by the Mayor
for all visiting Mayors and their wives and
a dance in the Town Hall for all the
cyclists and families. On the Sunday there
would be a parade to the Richmond Parish
Church with the Green Howards’ Band
from the Barracks followed by all the
Mayors and Mayoresses in their regalia
and the vicar and choir of the Parish
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Church. Mary and Arthur are my Aunt
and Uncle and the strange thing was
when my aunt died and we were sorting
all photos out and albums, of which they
had many as he was Mayor for 6 years,
John was looking through them also and
realised Matt Newton’s parents were on
these photographs”… It was good to see
Matt again, briefly, at Osmotherly on the
Reunion Friday night last summer.
Though we were very sorry to learn that
Jean was not well enough to attend at
Potto the following lunchtime.
Entitled An Ayton Mini Reunion in
Bangkok,
HELEN
WATSON
(WOOLLAM 1947-53) wrote this
fascinating account of a holiday she and a
few of her contemporaries enjoyed in
Thailand in January 2010… RICHARD
FEATHERSTONE (1948-56), was the
first to arrive, calling into Bangkok for a
few days after visiting his daughter and
new grandchild in New Zealand. Richard
was
waiting
at
THAVORN
RATANAVARAHA’s (1951-55) luxury
down town apartment for ANNE WHITE
(McCUNE
1948-53),
MARGARET
CARNEGIE (WILKINSON 1948-53)
and me when we arrived after our first
encounter with a Bangkok traffic jam. We
all got along really well together. At times
there were six of us staying in the
apartment but we all jelled together and
enjoyed our times ‘at home’ as much as our
adventures out and about. Our first full
day in Thailand was Richard’s last, during
which Thavorn treated us to a sumptuous
lunch at the Royal Bangkok Sports Club.
This is obviously the place to be seen; with
its four restaurants, tennis, golf, horse
racing and football facilities, as well as
cricket and bowls it is certainly a great
experience to be entertained there. We
were pleased that Vipha, Thavorn’s
delightful wife, was able to join us at the
end of our meal, she promptly took us
three girls shopping!
After saying
farewell to Richard, Anne, Margaret and I,
accompanied by Thavorn flew to northern
Thailand for a wonderful 4 days visiting
Chiangmai and Chiangrai. During the
visit we had lunch in the most beautiful
colourful garden, another lunch sitting

overlooking the Mekong River and the
Thai borders with Laos and Myanmar. We
stayed in a hotel previously the residence
of the King’s late mother’s staff, visited
the fascinating Opium Museum, saw
around a factory where painted umbrellas
and Thai silk clothes are made, visited an
elephant camp where Anne and I took an
elephant ride, visited an orchid farm and
looked around the King’s late mother’s
very simple but elegant residence which
she used when in the area, overseeing her
many and varied development projects.
Needless to say we had to visit the very
famous Chiangmai night market. Leaving
Thavorn sitting comfortably in a hotel
lounge, we set off to seek out the bargains.
Here it was not difficult to spend, spend,
spend; Thai silk handbags, jewellery,
t-shirts, polo shirts, cotton dresses and
Thai silk sarongs, unusual lights and
lamps and silk scarves galore. All at
unbelievably low prices. After a while
Thavorn came to find us to make sure we
were OK after which his driver appeared
to carry all our parcels back to the car.
Most of all in the North we learned with
interest the incredible input the Thai
Royal family has made in the area.
Determined to stamp out Opium growing
and the onward trading, they have helped
establish sustainable farming and textile
manufacturing to provide alternative
employment and incomes. The strategy
seems to have worked as all the various
projects appear most successful and the
area prospering. Back in Bangkok, we
waited the arrival of JIMMY SHAW
(1948-53) and his wife Mariam, The
following day Thavorn took us all for
lunch at the Sports Club, this time in the
Buffet Restaurant - you haven’t seen a
buffet until you’ve seen this one. We took
a trip to the meeting of the Kwai Noi and
Kwai Yai Rivers over which is where the
famous River Kwai Bridge was built and
still stands today with the ‘Burma
Railway’ rails going across it. We visited
the Burma Railway Museum and the
nearby Don Rak War Cemetery where
some 7,000 allied troops are buried. A
sobering day indeed. The remainder of
the week of Jimmy and Mariam’s visit we
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did all the usual Bangkok things including
a river cruise to see the old China town,
the ancient and wonderful Royal Palace
complex and the Temple of Dawn.,
Pagodas and Stuppas, as well as seeing
old Bangkok with its wooden houses on
stilts built on the river banks, alongside
the modern sky scraper luxury hotels.
One memorable evening Thavorn’s
youngest daughter Raweewan hosted a
dinner for us and all her family - as well as
Thavorn and Vipha, Raweewan’s older
sister Pawawee and brother Wiwat, their
spouses
and
Thavorn’s
five
granddaughters aged 4-8 were all
included. The meal was delicious, the
table beautifully decorated, the flower and
fruit arrangements colourful and most
attractively arranged. Thavorn sat
proudly at the head of the table surveying
his whole family meeting his old school

friends. It was a great evening, which
included us having the photograph taken
with the Ayton Meeting House bench
Margaret had shipped out to Thavorn
when the Meeting House was being
refurbished. We also spent a weekend
with the whole family when, in five cars,
and taking servants with us, we went up
to Khao Yai Mountain Region and the
National Park, stopping half way to take
lunch at a vinery which stands by a river
and so fresh trout was on the menu. We
had the privilege of staying at the Field
Marshall’s House, the largest guest house
in the National Park and only allowed to
be used by selected guests. Although
unseasonably warm it was cool enough for
the children to wear the woolly hats,
scarves and gloves we had taken out for
them to wear during this trip - a rare
experience for children who live in

A Mini Reunion in Bangkok Januuary 2010, Helen Watson (Woollam), Thavorn
Ratanavaraha, Jim Shaw, Anne White (McCune), Margaret Carnegie (Wilkinson)
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Bangkok. After supper and when dark, we
all boarded an open topped bus for a night
safari.
Disappointingly none of the
elephants came to visit us and the tigers
remained shy in the jungle, but the
children were delighted to see huge
porcupines and monkeys. After Jimmy
and Mariam came home, Anne, Margaret
and I took a three day trip to Ayutthaya,
the original and ancient Thai capital
where some of the very old Temple
complexes remain, and are so interesting
to explore. We returned to Bangkok on a
three hour river boat cruise taking in the
sights and having a delicious lunch en
route… On our last weekend in Thailand,
Thavorn and Vipha took Anne, Margaret
and me to their coastal residence where
we walked along the beach, ate yet more
delicious sea food and generally relaxed.
During our stay Thavorn and Vipha
introduced us to the most wonderful
restaurants serving the very best of Thai
and Chinese food - sea food and fish
straight from the river or sea, vegetables
and fruit only seen in the Far East, all
freshly cooked to order in traditional Thai
or Chinese style and all quite mouth
watering. And finally back to those
Bangkok traffic jams and Thavorn’s down
town apartment. The traffic jams must be
the best - or the worst - in the world.
Waiting stationary, in one spot for 20
minutes or longer, is the norm in some
parts of the city and so it becomes
essential to learn to add on at least an
hour to any journey estimated time.
Happily we did get to terms with the
underground and sky train systems which

we used whenever Thavorn allowed.
Thavorn’s apartment, which he owns with
his younger son in law, really is a luxury
dwelling. No front door keys required,
just remember the code, TVs (not small
ones) in each room, a Jacuzzi in the
master
bedroom’s
bathroom.,
no
requirement to switch on and off lights,
they all work by sensor, air conditioned
throughout, laundry collected and
returned, cleaner miraculously appearing
with a security guard and concierge all
included. Thavorn hopes soon to let the
apartment to ex pat Embassy staff. Oh
and yes, ever been met each morning by a
driver with an air conditioned car and
safely returned home each night by him.
He not only willingly drove us for hours to
get to wherever we wanted but also sat
patiently in those traffic jams? It was
hard coming home! Thavorn accompanied
us on most of our adventures and Vipha
joined us when she could, being especially
useful with shopping expeditions and
giving us contacts for dressmaking and
ready made Thai Silk clothes. In recent
years both had serious medical problems
requiring major surgery and post
operative treatments. But unless you
knew this, you would get no indication
from either of them. Their zest for life and
vitality is truly an example to us all. Not
only did Thavorn look after us so well, he
also sent us an itinerary of his proposed
plans for us before we left home so we
knew what we were going to be doing
during our stay. Thanks to Thavorn and
Vipha and all their family for a truly
memorable and remarkable holiday.”

1950s
On reading IAN CORNFORTHís (195158) appeal in the 2009 Mag, VIVIAN
FLYNN (1954-61) made contact with
him… “I was interested to read your
message in the Ayton Old Scholars’ mag.
Our parents were friends - they were
neighbours in Redcar, where we lived for
one year in 1947! I remember you and
your sister quite well from those days,
even though I was only 4! I don’t

remember much about you at Ayton
because you were several forms above me.
I lived in Luxembourg for 35 years (I have
just returned to England) and wasn’t able
to go to reunions, though I was there the
last time it was held at the school. My
photos of the beck and the classroom
blocks are on the Website!. I can’t go to the
Reunion this year but it would be good to
get some contemporaries together in 2010,
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as you suggest. With best wishes, Vivien
Flynn”…
DORORTHY
NEWBY
(DANBY 1934-39) wrote to me in June to
give me some news of Vivien, who lives at
Hartrigg Oaks, York, where Dorothy, too,
is based… “Last week, we had a Palm
Court afternoon tea, based on Max Jaffa
and his orchestra who used to play on the
radio in the 40s and 50s ,and the Palm
Court restaurants in the Lyons Corner
House restaurants in London; Vivien
Flynn played the violin.”

l-R. Marjorie Gaudie, her sister Kathleen
Wheldon, Barbara Van Geest (Bezemer)
and Sonia Wade (Dunn) at Barbara's
Gerbera Farm in Canada
In September, SONIA WADE (DUNN
1952-58) flew to Toronto with Marjorie
Gaudie, to stay for two weeks with
Marjorie’s
sister
KATHLEEN
WHELDON (HALL 1955-57) who sent
me details of their itinerary… Yes we had
an amazing visit. We completely wore
Sonia out. I don’t think she could get over
the distances we have to travel. We visited
Niagara Falls, then went on to stay with
BARBARA VAN-GEEST (BEZEMER
1954-59) she was a year lower than Sonia
and me. Niagara is a 4 1\2 hr drive from
us. We had lots of “Do you remember so
and so?” and “Do you remember singing
the Messiah in the Church on a stormy
snowy night?” and a lot of laughs. And we
had a photo taken by the commercial
greenhouse where Barbara and family
cultivate gerberas. I have been in contact
with Barbara for 12 months now. I knew
she lived in Grimsby but had no idea of
her married name, anyway she has had a
cottage near Parry Sound for 17 years, it

is on the same lake by which our daughter
lives, and only 30 mins away from us. We
have had quite a few wonderful visits
together. Next one will be in the New Year
when I hope we can all go snow shoeing
…… Another day during Sonia’s visit we
left my home in Rosseau at 7.30am to
drive to Toronto for the day, did a tour of
the city then met up with one of Marjorie’s
friends for lunch. We then went on to
Burlington to watch our granddaughter,
Ainsley, play football, the game didn’t
start till 9 pm, they got off the field at
11pm then we drove back to Toronto 1- 1/2
hrs drive, to stay with a friend, it was a
very long day. After that Sonia had had
enough driving up and down the 400
motorway, We live 2-1/2 hrs drive north of
Toronto in cottage country, which is very
beautiful in all seasons. On December
10th we had 36 ins of snow in 24 hrs. It
will be on the ground now till April. I hope
to get some snow shoeing walks after
Christmas. I love to walk in “the bush”
and across the frozen swamp to a very
small, secluded lake just behind our
house.’
In response to her DS CHRIS
VODDEN’S (1961-67) annual appeal to
all within his bailiwick for News, LINDA
HEWISON (PEARSON 1957-64) was
quick off the marks with her reply… ”It
was with considerable apprehension, and

Linda Hewison , our new Editor, with
Margaret Cumbor
after several years of debate, I decided
that 2009 would be the year I made my
visit to England from the South of France
at the time of Old Scholars Reunion
weekend. Despite attempting, unsuccess-
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fully, to cajole old school
friends into joining me, and
despite the feeling it would be
sadly disappointing, as the
loss of the school itself I found
quite tragic, I decided it was
something I must do, if only
once, and just on the Sunday.
From the moment I walked in
the door and was greeted by
the kind warmth of JANE
CAMPBELL’s (BYE 195360) welcoming smile, I felt the
embrace of the school, and the
resurgence of almost forgotten
times. I reminisced, chuckled
and exchanged tales and
anecdotes of school day Linda's childhod home - now a part of Suggitt's empire
escapades, discovered and
discussed long hidden thoughts and expecting her second grandchild and will
feelings about such things as teachers & be with her daughter for the happy event
lessons, chapped knees & chilblains, felt at the time of Old Scholars. I met up with
shorts, long meeting and cross country CHRIS THOMPSON (1954-61) whilst at
runs, with Old Aytonians of all ages. The Ayton, well, bumped into him. He seems to
school and school days, most of them were have retired from conducting and school
happy, some difficult, some quite teaching but does some accompanying for
traumatic but all part of my life. Ayton music exams.”… I got back to Linda fairly
and my school years came alive again, and quickly on receiving her news which led to
the date for my diary in 2010 is fixed for a most interesting exchange of emails
the time of Old Scholars. Sadly between us. Not only was Linda an `Ayton
memorabilia, photos and news of scholars girl’ born and bred (she lived on Waterfall
from my years at Ayton were few, although Terrace in the house which is now part of
I did manage to gain some hints of old the Suggitt’s Empire) but she also comes
friends’ whereabouts, but even so I would from a long line of folk connected with the
recommend a visit to any Old Scholar Friends’ School on both sides of her
debating whether or not to attend. If mother’s family. Her mother (a Nichols)
visiting alone, you will not feel alone, but was born in either The ‘Nutshell’ or ‘Ivy
if you feel at all nostalgic for your old Cottage’… “GEORGE DIXON presented
school days or for news of old school a copy of his ‘History of Ayton School’
friends, the weekend is a must. Perhaps I (pub1891) to my Great Grandmother, in
will see you there in 2010!” Linda went on 1901. I don’t know the connection with
to say… “I received a card from George Dixon. I cannot find her married
MARGARET VARWELL (ROBERTS name, nor maiden name listed as staff nor
1957-64) at Christmas, her younger son students in 1901.” We are therefore both
Simon was married during 2009. I did wondering if its presentation was similar
write to her asking if she would join me at to that of the Centenary History 50 years
Ayton for the 2009 Old Scholars but later, which was given to those who had
received no reply. But I will try again. been of special service to the school,
SUSAN
COPPENHALL although that has yet to be proved.
Grandfather
JOSEPH
(PARFREMENT 1956-64) debated on Linda’s
joining me in 2009, but had broken her ROBINSON taught gardening during the
ankle earlier in the year, and it was still school’s agricultural life, though we have
too weak for driving. This year she is not been able as yet to verify his dates. He
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was the chief gardener at Grey Towers for
the Dorman family, which might have a
connection to his work at the school. He
was a keen cricketer until late on in his
life and according to Linda and her
sister… “he and led a cricket team of
Aytonians in competition with the school
team right up to the year he died in
1953.”… Linda’s father’s family had lived
in Ayton for at least two generations,
working in the ironstone mines and then
developing the family haulage business in
the village.
SUZI SCAIFE (Languages Staff
1961-66 & 1981-95) and our wonderful
proofreader, sent me an article from a
December 09 Daily Telegraph, entitled
“Notes on a Small Island” which dealt
with life on Jersey, a part of which
detailed the fiscal situation on the
island… “Jersey sets its own taxes by
virtue of its status as a Crown
Dependency. Like neighbouring Guernsey
and the Isle of Man it owes allegiance to
the Monarch, and is not a part of the
United Kingdom or the European Union.
Just under £400 billion is parked in its
banks which inhabit the unimpressive,
architecturally unremarkable capital, St.
Helier. Currently figures do not bear out

a surge in arrivals. The States of Jersey,
the island’s government, says there were
500 J-category arrivals in 2008, 60-70
percent of whom were destined to work in
the financial sector. In the year to
November 2009, the figure fell to 300
Category-J entrants including roughly the
same proportion of financial services
people. The number of elite 1(1)K remains
the same, (ie people who have an annual
income of at least £500,000 enough to
guarantee a tax take of £100,000 per
annum and are thought to be of
sufficiently good character, and who
therefore are able to buy a house on the
island within the normal ten year rule
that applies to most immigrants to
Jersey)… NIGEL PHILPOTT (1956-62),
the man in Jersey Government
responsible for importing high net worth
individuals believes there is something
going
on
however…
“Off
shore
jurisdictions are experiencing an increase
in interest,’ he says. ‘My peers in other
jurisdictions are saying they are getting
more interest as well. You have to
remember though that we are an
expensive destination, not many people
can guarantee to pay a minimum of
£100,000 in tax each year.’ “

1960s
“AOSA Reunion 2009 seemed a
good opportunity to arrange a gettogether of our year group - as this
was for most of us, our 60th
birthday year. The initial idea was
suggested
by
JANET
SCHEMBRI (KIDD 1961-67)
quite some time ago, and she and
I undertook to try and organise
the contacting and tracing some of
our contemporaries. It just so
happened
that
Janet
had
purchased a house at Afton Hall
(it forms part of what was the
former woodwork classroom block)
and she was able to be over from
Malta, staying there. We all
gathered in her home on the
Saturday morning of OS weekend

Most of the 60th birthday party group at Janet's
Ayton Home, June 09
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and enjoyed a delicious buffet lunch
washed down by not a little champagne
and wine! Present were DIZ DEXTER
(1960-65),
SUZANNE
POTTER
(MORGAN 1960-67), STEVE DILCOCK
(1960-66) and his wife Sonia, JOHN
SMITH
(1960-1967),
JUDY
THOMPSON (MARSHALL 1959-65)
and her husband Charles, HELEN
MASTERSON (MORGAN 1961-1965),
LIZ LLOYD (RASMUSSEN 1960-1966)
SUSAN LITTLEFAIR (ARCHIBALD
1962-1965),
MARTIN
NEVILLESMITH (1962-1967) JEAN JOHNSON,
(TURNER 1961-67) Janet and me
(MARY KIDD (McLURE 1962-67) . An
excellent time was had by all, chatting,
swapping stories and generally just
enjoying each other’s company. A number
of us went on to the evening meal and quiz
in Stokesley Town Hall, and thoroughly
enjoyed the occasion, and a similar
number attended Meeting and the buffet
lunch on Sunday where we were delighted
to see MALCOLM MUCKLE (1962-66).
He had been sorry not to make Janet’s
lunch the previous day. A planned further
reunion of our year group has been
tentatively arranged for OS Reunion June
2011 -so hopefully in addition to those who
enjoyed themselves so much this time,
others will be tempted to come. Anyone
interested please contact Mary at:
<mkk49@btinternet.com>“. Two weeks
after the reunion, Janet and her sister
DIANA NEVILLE-SMITH (KIDD 196370) met up with Graeme and me, this time
in Essex at a party held by Judy and
Charles to celebrate Charles’ 65th and
Judy’s 60th
birthdays, their 30th
Wedding Anniversary, the Graduation of
their elder daughter Caroline, and the
21st birthday of their middle daughter
Clare. Held at their home in Little
Bardfield, a wonderful evening with well
over 100 guests, with a delicious buffet
and excellent wine (from the vineyard in
France of one of Charles’ University
contemporaries.) was had by all. N.B. just
a small plug - Janet’s home at Afton Hall
is available for holiday let through
www.yorkshire-cottages.info/
Life has been somewhat hectic for

Graeme and me since May 2009 when he
was elected Lord Dean of Guild of the
Merchants’ House of Glasgow. A long
established Institution, it first received a
written constitution in 1605. Today the
House is principally concerned with its
many charitable activities. The Office of
the Dean of Guild ranks next in line to

Mary and Graeme Kidd
that of the Lord Provost of the City, and
the Lord Dean attends meetings of the
Council in an honorary non-voting
capacity. As the second citizen he (and
usually me, too) are invited to attend a
considerable number of civic and other
functions in the city, in the first three
months of the two year term of office
Graeme received over 100 invitations, a
goodly number of which he and or we
have attended!’ In late October, I received
another email from Mary, “Hi Gill,
Graeme, as Lord Dean of Guild, and I, last
Wednesday, 21st October, were at
the Naming Ceremony and Launch of the
Defender, the 5th-of-class Type 45 AntiAir Warfare destroyer at the BVT Surface
Yard at Govan, Glasgow. I was tickled to
see that as she was launched one of the
tugs waiting for her on the Clyde was the
Ayton Cross registered in Middlesbrough!!
Once out on the river, the Ayton
Cross slowly nudged Defender into the
Queen Elizabeth Wet Basin from where
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she will be moved to the yard at Scotstoun
for fitting out prior to her system
commissioning
and
testing,
thereafter her sea trials and acceptance
into the Royal Navy.
Back home I
googled Ayton Cross, she is based on the
Clyde but could find no explanation of her
name - but I assume there must be a
connection with Great Ayton, especially
since she is registered in Middlesbrough.
All the best, Mary”… Following Mary’s
email, I was intrigued and had a go myself
on google which came up with the
following, and interesting result for the
two of us,…” The Ayton Cross and her
sistership, Ormesby Cross,
were
completed by Astilleros Zamacona, Spain
in 1999, these Wijsmuller 34m ASD
(Aazimuthing Stern Drive) boats are
powered by 2 x 2000hp engines, delivering
a Bollard-Pull in excess of 55 tons.
Keeping with the tradition of Tees Towing
(now Svitzer / Wijsmuller) these boats,
retaining the word (name) Cross, after the
Crossthwaite family, who owned and

Ayton Cross entering Hartlepool
operated Tees Towing for many years, like
their predecessors, were named after
villages situated around the Tees area.
Originally ‘stationed’ on the Tees, both
boats worked the River until 2005 when
the Ayton was relocated to the Mersey,
from where ‘she’ has travelled / operated

in various parts of the globe.”…
LIZ LLOYD (RASMUSSEN) also
featured in a story connected with an
interesting booklet on the Public Health in
Stokelsley from late 19 hundreds to
early/mid 20th Century, which had been
loaned to me by WENDY SMITH (195965)… “Dear Wendy, Two sets of
neighbours have enjoyed browsing
through the ‘Yeoman’s Acres’ booklet, they
both have family in the Ayton area. The
Urinal, one of three put up during a
sewerage crisis in Ayton in about 1906,
and which is now located opposite
Suggitt’s, has been the subject of some
interesting correspondence between my
eldest granddaughter and me (GILL
JACKSON-HINDS), she is currently
working as a volunteer near Aviemore
with the RSPB, and my photo of and story
behind the ‘pissotiere’ enlivened her day
and those of her house mates. I notice that
the author of the leaflet is a D.W. Tyreman
and wondered if he was any relation of the
3 TYREMAN family members who went
to Ayton, DONALD,
(1915-17),
former
editor of The Times,
his brother, JOHN
(1917-21)
and
Donald’s son ROY
(1945-50) who briefly
overlapped
with
me?”… In her reply
this is what Wendy
had to say, and where
the link with Liz
Rasmussen fits in…
“Have managed to
talk
with
Denis
Tyreman. He is not
aware of being related
to any of the Tyremen
who were at school he was amazed to
Harbour
hear how many had
attended. He says it is a very local name
based on the Swainby/ Osmotherley area.
However, he is the uncle of Philip Lloyd
(who married Liz Rasmussen)! Denis
moved 8 years ago from Bilsdale to Great
Ayton where he is now helping with a
history project of the village.”
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ANGELA SWINDELL (BUCKLEY
1960-68) who lives on Jersey, went with
her husband, a C of E vicar, to visit LUCY
MARSH SMITH (1973-78), another
former Jersey resident, at her home on the
Isle of Man in June. While there they had
a cup of tea and a natter with DICK
(1944-52) and Freda DENNIS in
Castletown. Dick was delighted to make
contact with Angela at last, having
exchanged emails with her over several
years. Angela is a contemporary of
Suzanne Potter (Morgan) with whom she
keeps in regular contact.
In his New Year letter, CHRIS
VODDEN (1961-67) sent me a welcome
update on life in the Vodden Family…
“Dalton, 18 years, graduated from High
School in April 2009. In May he left for
Israel where he had lived with his parents
for the first 10 years of his life, for a year
of service at the Bahá’’ World Center.
When he returns in May 2010 he plans to
attend the local community college in
Peoria, with all inclusive tuition; a
scholarship provided by Chris’s employer
at the hotel. The two year course will
provide an ‘associates’ degree from where
he can attend University for two further
years to obtain a full degree of his choice.
On his way to Israel, he spent a week in
England visiting uncles, aunts and
cousins he had not seen for 8 years. They
provided a wonderful itinerary and escort
for a whistle stop tour of London, The
Yorkshire Moors, East Riding of Yorkshire,
the Midlands and Dorset. The other
important milestone for Dalton was
receiving his Eagle Scout award
(equivalent to Queen’s Scout in the UK).
Devon, now 13, continues to do well at
school, a member of the school band,
playing the saxophone. He also continues
to participate in scouts, earning merit
badges and making his way up to Star
Rank. He regularly attends scout camps
sometimes joined by his dad. Lori
continues to substitute teach, which she
really enjoys, having not been able to find
a job in the archives’ field. She continues
to develop her scouting interests and this
year attended the Wood Badge course
designed for the adult leaders in the

organization. It is the ‘Eagle Scout’
equivalent for adult leaders. I continue to
work as the Chief Concierge at the Mark
Twain Hotel in Peoria. I was entered for
the regional ‘Stars of the Industry’ award,
by the hotel in June 2008 and won in my
category, qualifying for the State ‘Stars’. I
attended this event in December of 2008,
held at the Holiday Inn Chicago City
Center and to my great surprise I won
that event too, becoming the State winner
in my category! The award included a

The Vodden Family a couple years ago.
Dalton, Lori, Devon and Chris
money prize plus a two night stay at the
Holiday Inn at a time of my choosing. I
keep relatively fit walking about 3 miles 3
times a week with the family pet, a
chocolate Labrador.”
DAVID FRENCH (1965-71) wrote to
me with details of the Brian Barrowcliffe
Memorial Trophy which he and fellow
Aytonians have set up in memory of their
friend BRIAN BARROWCLIFFE (196971) who sadly died in 2006 of cancer aged
53…” Whilst a conscientious student at
school Brian also excelled on the sports
field, particularly as an extremely
proficient
cricketer,
whom
many
considered, could have played at county
level. Brian believed that life was to be
lived to the full, a philosophy which
tended to rub off on all who came into
contact with him. He enjoyed a laugh and
encouraged others to laugh too, whether
over a pint of beer, fielding in the slips or
burning bangers on the barbeque.
Following his death, a group of his
contemporaries decided it would be a
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fitting tribute to Brian’s memory to hold a
cricket match between Old Scholars and a
team from Great Ayton Village Cricket
Club.
The Old Scholars’ group
commissioned a Memorial Trophy which
has been presented at the end of each
match to the winning captain, by Jenny
Barrowcliffe, Brian’s wife. Whilst we tend
to take cricket seriously, there is always a
considerable amount of mirth and humour
as we feel that is what Brian would have
wanted. The matches have always been
well supported with OS team members
traveling from Sussex, Norfolk and
Nottingham to play. The match in 2009
was preceded by a barbeque… our wives
excelled yet again, and despite inclement
weather was attended by over a hundred
supporters. It is perhaps a reflection of the
enjoyment Scholars derived from playing
cricket at Ayton which sees so many of us

still playing league cricket today though
many are fast approaching the big 6 0!
Among those who play each year are:
ROBERT BEZEMER, NEIL FOX,
DAVID FRENCH, PHIL AMER,
GEOFFREY
LEWIS,
RICHARD
LECKIE,
TOMMY
BICKNELL,
JONATHON
BRIDGER,
JAMES
GIRLING BUDD, DAVID WILLIAMS
and PAUL HINDSON, all at Ayton
between
1965-71.
WILLIAM
WILKINSON (1967-71), Captained the
Ayton Cricket Club Team. It is hoped that
we may be able to arrange a fixture to
coincide with the Old Scholars’ Association
Reunion Weekend next June. For some of
us, it will be the fortieth anniversary of
leaving school and a good turnout is
expected.’
David
French<davd.french4@btinternet.com>

1970s
LUCY MARSH-SMITH (1973-78, who
lives on the Isle of Man, had an OS friend
from her years in Jersey, ANGELA
SWINDELL (BUCKLEY (1960-68) and
her husband Tony (a C of E Vicar on
Jersey), to stay during 2009. They had

been on a tour of the Island and as part of
their Castletown visit came for a cup of tea
and a long natter about Ayton, and many
other subjects, with DICK DENNIS
(1944-52) and his wife Freda.
This most welcome report entitled -

Andrew McQuillan, John McCullough, Simon Foster, John Herriman, Paul Stone,
Angela Porter (Smith), Melvyn Jones, Beccy Graaf
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The class of 1974, was sent to me by
MELVYN JONES (1974-79) … ‘BECCY
GRAAF (1976-80) prompted and kicked a
few of us to get together at the Old
Scholars weekend last year, 30 years after
most of finished our O levels (what are
they dad?) and left. I came up with my 7
year old son Daniel by train completely
unprepared for a wet Ayton Saturday. At
the Meeting House I bumped into
PHILIP WOOLER (1974-79) and his
daughter, before we headed off on the walk
up past Half Cooks. I briefly saw MARK
HULSE (1976-81) who lives in Hutton
Rudby with his two teenage sons. Later
that evening at the reunion dinner in
Stokesley I met ROBIN GREY (1975-81)
who had had the longest possible journey
from South London via Newcastle airport
and long train journey back south through
Middlesbrough. After the reunion meal
SIMON FOSTER(1974-79) and I made
our apologies and left for the Royal Oak
back in Great Ayton to meet Beccy Graaff,
ANGELA PORTER (SMITH 1974-81)
JOHN
McCULLOUGH
(1974-79),
ANDREW McQUILLAN (same dates),
and JOHN HERRIMAN(1977-80). It is
quite odd how 30 years just melted away
and we chatted into the night. The
snippets I caught included John motorbiking across eastern Europe to follow the
Boro, Angela working on missiles at a
submarine base, but now living in Surrey,
Simon now running the family business in
Hartlepool. John, Simon and I got a cab
home which
took a short
detour
to
somewhere
near
the
Lancashire
border to drop
John off and
arrived back

The Allan
Maughan
Cross Country
Challenge Cup

Allan Maughen, the
donor of the Cross
Country Cup, on his
Wedding Day

at Simon’s to find out
that my son had
discovered that you
can have too many
sweets, crisp and fizz- sorry Di! Andrew
and I were the worst cross county runners
ever, although a few others there made
similar claims. Nobody fought as hard as
we two did to not come last in the house
cross county- the dawdle of shame. My
parents were always amused by my lack of
running ability so when the school finally
closed they bought the Cross Country Cup
at auction. Thirty years on, Andrew and I
were united with that cup, a laughable
twist on the real out come in 1974, 75, 76,
77, 78 & 79.’
In
January
2010
KAREN
PATTERSON (DIAMOND 1977-79)
picked up on an appeal on Facebook from
JAMES SLATER (1971-74) and an email
from her DS CHRIS VODDEN (196167), and wrote in… “Hello to Chris, Gill
and Fiona! I’m responding to Chris’s email
and James Slater’s Facebook post
requesting news from the 70s onward
crowd. I was at Ayton from 1977-79 as
Karen Diamond. I was married two and a
half years ago to Robert Patterson, an
education specialist from Knoxville,
Tennessee. We are currently living in the
San Francisco (California) Bay Area with
our two cats and my husband’s Guide Dog.
There are several other Old Scholars also
in the Bay Area. We met up with LUKE
PEASE (1977-79) and LIZ WARDMAN
(1972-79) for drinks a few months ago in
Oakland and had a very enjoyable time.
It’s also been lots of fun getting reacquainted with classmates on Facebook.
I am in the middle of a graduate degree
program at San Francisco State
University in Public Administration,
which includes governments and nonprofit organizations. If all goes according
to plan, I should be finished in May, 2011.
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After that, who knows what life will have
in store for us. I hope you are all well and
I’m looking forward to the next issue of the
magazine. Just in case you may not have
it, our current address is 1611 Willow
Street, Alameda, CA, 94501, USA. Cheers!
Karen Patterson (Diamond).”

FRANCES WHITTON (1978-83),
who lives in Boosbeck, was, in 2008,
teaching ‘stand-up comedy’ in Staithes.
There is, apparently, according to Frances
a considerable shortage of females. To join,
or even to find out more about what
Frances does, check 777 Comedy Club on
My Space.

1980s
I am indebted to the Stokesley SMITH
family for such bits of 80s’ News I have
received so far this year.
JENNY
SUMMERFIELD (1981-88), about to fly
out to Chambery for a week’s skiing, put a
message on Facebook, which elicited the
following most interesting contributions.
Firstly, MARY-HOLMES SMITH
(1980-87) who has travelled widely since
she left Ayton. For a year Mary went the
United States and later worked in
London. The next four years were spent
at Manchester University, for a year of
which she taught in France, where she
met her future husband Gael Liendo. This
was followed by a further year in a bilingual (French/English) Business School
in London. From 1993-95 Mary worked for
the National Trust , fundraising for their
major art collections under Sukie
Hemming who is now the Head of the
British Museum Trust. From 1995-98
Mary lived in New York where she worked
for the artist Edwina Sandys. 99-2000 saw
Mary and Gael back in Europe where
their daughter Lettice (11) was born.
During this time Mary was working as the
assistant to prison reformer and active
Social Democrat Sue Baring. Their second
child, a son, Willy (now 8) was born in
Tokyo where they lived from 2001-03. In
2003 Mary and Gael returned to New
York. Mary is back working with Edwina
Sandys while Gael works for the BNP
Parisbas Bank.
The second message came from PHIL
HARRIS (1983-87) “Dear Gill, Jenny
Summerfield sent me a message on
Facebook asking for updates on news etc.,
so here goes: I think you already knew
that in 2006, we (Wife, daughter, the dog
and I !) moved from Aussie down to NZ,

which is where my son was born in 2007.
During our 2 years in Wellington, I was
promoted from a First Officer, finishing up
as Fleet Captain on our Beech 1900 fleet
of aircraft. It was late in 2008 that the
company offered me the position of Chief
Pilot at our Darwin, Australia, branch,
which I accepted. The role sees me flying a
desk mainly, but I still manage to be let
loose a couple of times a week! The
company (Vincent Aviation) now has
Darwin as its main base, and I have had
the opportunity to ferry aircraft from NZ
to here, and also, into Asia on odd jobs.
Darwin is a hot and humid place, but we
all seem to have adapted, especially the
kids who live in the swimming pool. Chloe
is now 5, and Kaiden is 3. Apart from the
crocodiles, snakes, spiders, jellyfish,
Darwin isn’t too bad a place and the
massive thunderstorms must be seen to be
believed! I am approaching the point
though, where a new challenge would be
good, so I am looking at returning to NZ
late this year for a position on the B737.
Whether I get it or not, remains to be seen,
Gill, I think that pretty much covers my
news, Kind regards, Phil Harris” The
bottom of Phil’s email showed a section of
the inside of one of his aircraft, taken from
a very jaunty angle, so he must have left
the camera running on his mobile phone
while sending the email to me!
Finally the contribution from Jenny’s
mum WENDY SMITH (ARNOLD 195965)… “I met ROY OPENSHAW’s mother
(she recognised me as an Aytonian) at a
concert last week (Jan 2010) Roy (85-92)
is now living in Kilburn running his own
plumbing/heating business. This allows
him time to ride his horse (including
hunting) etc.
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JOANNA SHACKLETON (1985-91)
sent the following news to her DS
SUZANNE POTTER (MORGAN 196O67) in 08 but which got caught up in the
mix-up up when I changed email
addresses and never arrived in my ‘inbox’,
and for that I apologise… “My brother
PHILIP SHACKLETON (1985 -1994)
married Louise Arnold on 3rd May 2008.
Philip and Louise live in Otley, West
Yorks. Philip is a co-partner in a creative
agency. Up until 2007 I was working for

a national organisation called The Youth
Sport Trust, who are strategically
implementing
and
managing
the
Government’s PE and sports strategy.
About four years ago I was diagnosed with
ME and after a number of years ‘battling
on’ I took a voluntary redundancy
opportunity during a restructure, to leave
work and concentrate on recovery. Life
can be extremely frustrating at times, but
I remain positive that I will be back to
work soon.”

1990s
In late May 09, DICK DENNIS (1944-52)
received an email from ALS SCROPE,
which he handed on to me, it was the
beginning of a correspondence which led
to Als writing an article for the Mag about
her visit to the Lebanon… “I wondered if
you could help me with a question about
Ayton School. I went to Ayton from 19901996 but I’m afraid I don’t know if I have
membership of the Old Scholars’
Association or not at the moment. I’m
about to visit Lebanon for a month, and I
was planning to go to the mountains to the
north and east of Beirut. My friends who
live near Metn sent their children to a
British Quaker boarding school up in the
mountains which is called Brummana
High School. Brummana was originally
built by Quakers from Darlington and is
managed by the British Quakers (it’s on
Wikipedia). Do you know if Ayton School
had any connection to Lebanon? I
remember lots of fundraising when I was
at school, including for a foreign school. If

Brummana Campus

Brummana is the one then I would love to
visit it and show them some pictures of
Ayton. Do you know anything about this or
if I could find the answer out somewhere?
Alexandra Scrope”… “Dear Alexandra,
Dick Dennis has copied me in to your
email as I am the present Editor of the
AOSA Annual Report. I am afraid I know
very little about the building of the High
School, though I am sure you could find
details online. There are three connections
that I know of with Ayton School; its
onetime Head Master, (late 40s-60s, I
think) was HERBERT DOBBING, the
father of JOYCE SPINKS (1932-42) who
died in 07, of whom you may have heard
when you were a pupil. He taught French
at Ayton from 1921-1945 and was very
highly thought of by all who knew him.
RODERICK GROSVENOR (1951-56)
our Geography teacher in the 1950s
eventually went on to become Head of
Brumanna. One of my contemporaries,
JAMES (JIM) SHAW (1948-53) also
taught at Brummana, he totally fell in
love with the country and its people. A
friend of Jim’s, Na’matt Little, a Lebanese
woman who married one of the English
teachers from Brummana, now lives here
on the Wirral and is the Head of one of our
Junior Schools. I met her some years ago
when I was on the Appointments’ panel of
a junior school governing body. She was
attending an interview for the job of
Deputy Head and was astonished when,
during our informal lunch prior to the
interviews, I asked her about Brummana
and if she knew Jim. Hope this is some
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use. Why not think about joining the
Association, we could do with people of
your age on our books.? Would be most
interested to have some details of your
trip for next year’s `News of Old Scholars’,
would also welcome an update of just what
you have been doing since 1996. Gill
Jackson” … In September, following her
six weeks in the Lebabanon, Als wrote an
article for me for the Mag on her
experiences in that wonderful country,
accompanied by some lovely photographs
and also sent me the following news…
“Dear Gill, I’m sorry to have bad news for
you, but I wasn’t able to contact anyone for
the school or make it up to Brummana. I
wish it had been possible, but my work
commitments kept me in Beirut far more
than I had expected. Lebanon was

fantastic, and I would happily give a photo
and/or write a couple of hundred words
describing my trip or introducing Lebanon
if you would like that for the magazine.
My parents still live in Great Ayton, but I
moved to Bristol for university, and then
to work in London. I’m training as a
solicitor at the moment. I’m still in touch
with
PRECIOUS
CHATTERJJETAYLOR (1994-97) from Junior School at
Ayton, there were only a dozen of us in our
year group! She has moved to Manchester
after studying Russian at Sheffield
University. My sister VICTORIA
SCROPE (1993-97) , was in the year
below me at Ayton, and she has just
graduated from Edinburgh University.
She is teaching at a school in Malawi this
winter.”

Staff News
In May 2009, an email arrived for DICK
DENNIS (1944-52), which Dick handed
over to me. “Dear Mr. Dennis, My name
is Anne Bellamy - my father was
ELLIOTT PAXTON DEWAR (General
Subjects1947-48) who taught at The
Friends’ School Great Ayton. I accidentally
stumbled across your archive site a few
days ago and my mother (now 90 years
old) and I were delighted to see the staff
group with my father in it. However, we
believe that photograph is a bit later than
1945 as Dad was still away at the war in
1945. My brother, also Paxton, was born
on January 12th, 1946. Dad had to go
back to St. Peter’s Hall, Oxford, to finish
his degree and we all went and lived in
Oxford whilst he did this. So we feel that
the photograph is probably more likely to
be 1947. We lived in a house which, we
believe, belonged to the school - it is in a
row of (then) semi-detached houses just
outside Great Ayton and the gardens
backed onto the stream. The house was
new when we moved into it and, in fact,
there was no cooker to begin with and I
can remember our Sunday roast being
cooked in the kitchens at the school and us
walking back along by the stream with it.
Also, another clue to the dating of the
photograph is that my brother was

walking when we moved into the house so probably was about 18 months old. We
left Great Ayton in August/September
1948 to go to the Isle of Man where Dad
taught geography in Castletown. We
stayed there until 1950 when we moved to
Chipping Norton in Oxfordshire where
Dad was the Headmaster of the Secondary
School. After that we went to Walton on
Thames, Surrey where he became the
Head of the first bi-lateral secondary
school in 1954. Following this he became
Head of Godalming Grammar School, and
during his time there, it became a Sixth
Form College. He died in March, 1982.
The above is of interest - Mum and I will
try and trawl our memories some more! I
visited Great Ayton in 1995, and the house
we used to live in is still there - I may have
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The Waltons in about 2004

a photo of it taken at that time. P.S. Mum
recalls that my brother wandered off one
day and went to the school, some kind soul
took him to Dad’s classroom and he stayed
there till Dad could take him home meantime Mum was frantic with worry no mobile phones, in fact, no phone at
home, in those days! Thank you for a great
web site - it was great to have a wander
down memory lane.” We were both most
interested in this email and I sent Anne a
speedy reply… “Dick Dennis our
webmaster and former AOSA Records
Secretary has forwarded your wonderful
email to me. He is not currently in good
health, but hopes to be in touch later in
the summer. He lives, as you once did, in
Castletown in the Isle of Man. Dick
remembers your father well as he started
at Ayton in 1944 as an 8 year old. We both

Joyce (Dickenson) and Clifford Morgan
in about 1950
found your email fascinating, giving us
details of your father’s career post his
days at Great Ayton. Thanks for correcting
the information we have that your father
was at Ayton from 1945-46. Do I now
gather that those dates should read 47-48?
The houses you describe are The Waltons,
down Little Ayton Lane, which were, as
you surmised, built after the war to
accommodate married staff. I had not
previously realised how primitive they
were when first occupied. Mind you it was

common in those days to have to provide
your own cooker when moving into a new
house. (I did for my first house in 1958!
GJ) You may remember CLIFFORD
MORGAN (History 1945-82) and his
wife (previously JOYCE DICKENSON
(Domestic Science 1943-46 & 72-79)
who also lived in the Waltons once they
married. As you say, the houses are still
there today. I am pleased that you
managed to visit Ayton and the school in
1995, just before it closed for good in 1997.
I think you would be impressed with the
sensitive conversion by Wimpeys from
school to a beautiful housing complex.
The facade facing onto the Green has
remained as it was, as have the buildings
on Station Road, as they were all Grade II
Listed. We would welcome any more
memories you have of Ayton, thank you for
getting in touch, I hope you enjoy many
more hours of website surfing. Gill…
“Dear Gill, Thank you for your email what a coincidence that Dick Dennis now
lives in Castletown - I wonder where - we
lived in a flat in Bank Street. Yes, Mum
and I both believe that the dates should
read 1947-48. I went to the little village
school in Great Ayton - but had already
had a term or so at a primary school in
Wolstanton, Staffordshire. As I said, my
brother was definitely walking when we
moved into The Waltons - I can remember
Mum, Dad and I watching, horrified, as he
toddled across their dressing table mirror
after it had been unpacked on the dining
room floor. Happily he wasn’t heavy
enough to break it… I don’t really
remember the neighbours - but think that
there were other young children around they came to one of my birthday parties
(January 27th) at least - and another
memory is of one little boy being kicked
(accidentally) in the teeth as we played
hide and seek as he and others were
hiding under my brother’s cot. Funny the
memories one holds onto isn’t it? My
brother and I also contracted whooping
cough one snowy winter and when we
were recuperating Dad walked us up to
Captain Cook’s Monument - kill or cure I
suppose! Just before we left for the Isle of
Man, Mum and Dad bought the local
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Stan Jones
doctor’s Vauxhall. Shan’t ramble on any
more - will show Mum your email when
she comes round for dinner tonight and
see if she can think of any other little
incidents. Thank you again for replying to
the email. Best regards, Anne.”
“Hello Anne, Dick lives in The Crofts
and his house, a former rooming house for
the garrison at the castle, is called Croft
House. He was very impressed with the
photo and instantly recognised it as the
Waltons. I suspect that the Morgans must
have married in about 48 or so as
SUZANNE (POTTER 1960-67), their
eldest was born, in the summer of 1949,
so it is possible they did not moved in until
just after you left. The little boy whose
teeth you kicked in might have been the
son of STAN JONES (Woodwork 194554). Quite a walk for two young children
recovering from whooping cough, you
obviously survived. Thank you so much
for your memories, they are much
appreciated and will go into the Staff
News section of next year’s Annual
Report. I believe that this yearís is now on
our website if you want to have a look at
it., with my best wishes, Gill.”…
I checked with Suzanne re the date of
her parents marriage and their time of

moving into the Waltons, this was her
response… “Hi Gill, No, I don’t remember
my parents talking about Paxton Dewar. I
thought my parents were also one of the
first people to move into The Waltons. We
were at No. 1. (My parents got married on
1st April 1948 and lived in Linden Avenue
(I think); it was above the Methodist
Chapel somewhere near to WIN ADAM
(Housemistress)1948-55)
whom
I
remember, she was the mother of,
MICHAEL ADAM (1945-54).
They
moved into The Waltons about 6 months
after their marriage, so I suppose around
Sept. 1948. Their neighbours then were
Stanley Jones and his family at No 2. He
was the Woodwork teacher before BILL
HANNAH (1955-81). Think Stanley Jones
died some years ago, but Dad was still in
touch with Marion Jones. Roger and
Nicky were a lot older than me. The
Hannahs came after Stanley Jones moved.
Stephanie Hannah was a friend of my
mother’s from the same village in
Cumbria. I think Mum wrote to Stephanie
to tell her about the vacancy when
Stanley Jones was leaving, and they
remained friends while at the Waltons.
David and I used to go into their house to
watch TV as they got one before we did!
Stephen, the eldest, is about a year and a
half older than David, so Stephen will be
about 58. (2 yrs. younger than me.) Hope
to reminisce more when I see Judith
again… I have recently been in touch
with her… JUDITH BAKER (HANNAH
1967-72) who is the manager at Plaxton
Court, an old people’s home run by the
Joseph Rowntree Trust in Scarborough. At No. 3 were the Isherwoods , I think,
with a daughter called Joan. ROBERT
ISHERWOOD (BURSAR/SECRETARY
1951-53). He was replaced by DICK
ADDISON (1955-60) possibly you’re
Music teacher, whose brown Rolls Royce I
remember very well as he used to let us
children play in it as he cleaned it. No. 4
were the Tricketts - HARRY TRICKETT
(French, briefly, 1950) or they could
have been at No. 3 - I can’t remember. Not
sure what he taught - you probably know.
The Oughtons - BILL OUGHTON (195179), came after them.”
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My Last Mag
When I rashly said to the Committee in
October 2008 that I would take on the
Mags for 2009 and 2010, I added the
caveat, as long as Dick was able to help.
I little thought then this statement might
come back to haunt me.
The 2010 Annual Report has been a
challenge. My dear friend Dick Dennis
died in February of this year. He made
sure not long beforehand that his son
Edward, whose firm does our printing,
was aware of the exact process he wished
them to follow so that his and my final
effort would appear as seamless as the one
we did together last year. I am sure that
he was justified in the abilities of Peak
Press. He had a great deal more faith in
me than I have in myself.
I don’t think I fully appreciated until
faced with a situation where I had to act
alone, just how important a contribution
Dick made to the final printed magazine.

As I type I literally have no idea how I am
to get all the photos, articles and
instructions I have filed away over these
past months, across to Peak Press in a
format they will be able to read and
understand, and almost more importantly,
to print for me the magazine I envisage.
Now losing Dick on its own had been a
huge blow to the process of producing the
annual report. But at about the same
time, my computer which had been failing
for weeks, decided to give up the ghost,
there was a crack in the mother board or
so I was told, which I understand is bad
news. I lost about five weeks in total from
the time of my old computer being towed
away for inspection, to the new one I
ordered being completely set up and
running, at a distance, by my son in law
Eaun Semple.
I also lost most of my
email addresses. I had to learn, fast, all
the strange little ways of my new

Charlie Corner, Margaret Shaw (Wearmouth) with Ed Thompson and Ian Glasper
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Macbook, which had me close to
tears on more than one occasion.
I would not have coped at all
without the help of Fiona Campbell
who has constantly had to send and
resend me various lists as I found
that what she thought she had
typed did not relate to what I saw
on my screen. Geoff Miller, our
Treasurer had a similar experience
in relation to the Exec and DS Lists
as well as helping to rationalize the
AGM Report. I am indebted to
them both. As I am for the many

Suzanne Potter(Morgan),
Mary Kidd (McLure) with
Janet Schembri (Kidd) near
Rawdon House
understand, Gillian Cloughton
as well. Cliff Weschenfelder
has offered the services of his
office franking machine which
should save her having to lick
over 600 stamps, as happened
last year.
Margaret Cumbor, always a
wonderful source of information on all things Ayton, has
been there at the end of her
3 members of the Campbell family, Fiona, Rohan
phone whenever I had a query I
and her son Matthew
could not answer and I am so
grateful to her.
Finally, the good news is we have a
chats with and words of encouragement
new Editor. Linda Hewison (Pearson
from Jill Wheeler.
SuzI Scaife was able to sort out the 1957-64) in a mad moment during some
major glitches in the typing process of the email conversations offered to help out in
News and the main articles, fortunately any way she could, and she will be taking
before the old computer had its hiccup. As over from me once this has been put to
we are now running very close to the wire bed.
Linda’s
email
address
is:
I dare not send her the last minute items
incase anything goes wrong in the process, hewinfrance@hotmail.co.uk and her
thus I apologise in advance should the address, 110, Chemin du Lavoir, 82290
eagle-eyed and Suzi find errors I might Albefeuille, Lagarde, France. I am sure
that you will all help Linda as much as
miss.
Wendy Smith, well ahead of herself as you have helped me in the past, with my
usual, booked the 3rd May for all the thanks and good wishes to you all.
sorting and putting into envelopes. This
Gill Jackson (Hinds 1950-55)
year she will have Fiona to help, and, I
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Some of the Raffle prizes at Stokesley Town Hall

Sylvia Taylor with her partner Don Pagel
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Changed Addresses since April 2009
(Lines in bold indicate new members)
LM 2
LM 3

Area
1952-57...........Alan Goodfellow, Barker Stakes Farm, Lendales Lane,
Pickering, N. Yorks, YO18 8EE.
Ex-staff........... Beryl Colwell, 15 Oakwood, Tabley Road, Knutsford,
Cheshire, WA16 0NY

3

........................Sarah Miles, 296 Hudersfield Road, Macclesfield,
Cheshire, SK10 2PN.

3

1963-67 ..........Pamela, Waite. (Aitken) 15 Hamilton Road, Barrowford,
Lancs. BB9 6DE

LM 4

1981-88...........Fiona Campbell, Antelope Lodge Farm, Newby,
Middlesbrough, N. Yorks, TS8 OAG

LM 4

1935-42...........Mavis Holdsworth, (Nelson), Flat 36, Rowan Court,
Long Street, Thirsk, YO7 1GD

LM 7

1964-71...........Elizabeth Bownes, (Banks), 55 Aldershot Road, Church
Crookham, Hants, GU52 8LF

7

Ex-staff...........David Cook, 146 Cavendish Road, Matlock, Derbyshire,
DE4 3HE

LM 7
8
LM 8

1995-97...........Sara Cook, (Goodwin), 12 Soar Way, Hinckley, Leicestershire,
LE10 0XU
1956-61...........Douglas V Crowley, 16 Keble Lawns, Fairford, Gloucestershire.
GL7 4BQ
1957-65...........Charles Nicholson, Nant Gwy, Llansilin, Oswestry, SY10 7QQ

8

1930-34...........Douglas C Horne, Riverside Cotttage, Great Bricett, Ipswich,
Suffolk,IP7 7DQ

8

1954-60 ..........John Hinton, Flat 19, Chelsea Manor , Chelsea, London,
SW3 5RP

9

1965-72 ..........Robert Lamb, 156 Wellington Street, Kew, Victoria, 3101.
AUSTRALIA

LM 9

1977-79...........Karen Patterson, (Diamond), 1611 Willow Street, Alameda,
California, 94501, USA

LM

1936-38...........Heather Adams, (Davies) 3 Broadway, Drieffield, Belper,
Derbyshire, DE56 4BT

Thinking of moving house?
If you are - or have just moved - please let the Records’ Secretary know. We lose
about twelve members annually who forget to advise their new address. See inside
of the back cover for the address to contact.
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BIRTHS
To ROBERT (1983-88) and Nicola STOREY, a daughter, Rebecca, 14th May, 2007
To ALI SCAIFE (1981-88) and Steo WALKER , a daughter, Aoife Saoirse,
21st June 2009

MARRIAGES
On 3rd May, 2008, PHILIP SHACKLETON (1987-94) to Louise Arnold.

DEATHS
1921-25

CLIFFORD MASON

1969-71

BRIAN BARROWCLIFFE, died, 2006

1932-40

HARRY BANKS (brother of Mary), died, 9th April 2009

1945-50

HAROLD ‘HAL’ BENBOW, died, 5th June, 2009

1933-38

PAUL WILLIAMS ELLINGTON, died, 16th July 2009

1935-37

PETER DAVID LASKY, died, 20th September 2009

1924-29

ERIC DAWSON, died, 4th January, 2010

1944-52

RICHARD JOHN ‘DICK’ DENNIS, AOSA President
2003-04, died, 12th February, 2010

1957-75

MARJORIE MERRILL Languages Staff, died,
25th February, 2010 aged 95

1937-42

TONY TULIP, died, 19th March 2010
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SPONSORSHIP
We REALLY need your continued contributions towards reunion
expenses, and to enable us to publish the Mag, and to pay for
the website.

PLEASE HELP US TO HELP YOU
Very many thanks to all who have so generously contributed.
Sponsorship is still available – all contributions are gratefully
received, please contact Geoff Miller,
<Geoff.Miller@newdur.ac.uk>, with your donations
(made payable to AOSA)
List of Sponsors for the years 2008-2010
Weschenfelder & Sons Ltd.,
Stokeld & Stephens, Opthalmic Opticians, Ground Floor, 12
Stokesley Road, Marton, Middlesbrough. TS7 8DX,
Mary and Graeme Kidd, Vivien Flynn
Jean Wagstaff, William Pine, Jenny Summerfield, Barbara
Clarke, Dorothy Dawson, Angela Gough, Margaret Carnegie,
Audrey Davies,
Jean Hewitt, Louis Trotter, Alice Addison, Chris McClellan,
Jacqueline Danson, Walter Wolff, Jean Johnson, Louise Seniscal,
Beth Tillott. Anonymous donations.

MEMBERSHIP FEES
£5.00 per annum (£2 extra for partners)
or £50 for Life Membership
(20% discount for Life Membership for partners)
Those wanting membership forms for family and friends may
obtain them from Geoff Miller, whose address may be found
towards back of the Mag under Executive Committee List.
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